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Tanzania mainland
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Worldwide Fund for Nature
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this chapter is to (i) provide an overview of the current financing
situation of marine protected areas in mainland Tanzania; (ii) identify a number of
key issues related to mpa costs and revenues; and (iii) make recommendations on
how to enhance the financial sustainability of existing and future mpa’s.1
Relevant background information on the legal and institutional framework
governing mpa’s, as well as on the individual mpa’s themselves, is provided to the
extent necessary to understand the context for this discussion on sustainable
financing. Detailed information on the socioeconomic, ecological and legal and
institutional context can be found elsewhere in this report.
STRUCTURE

This chapter begins with a brief presentation of the history, or evolution, of marine
protected areas on mainland Tanzania up to, and including, the current status. The
second section briefly addresses the legal and institutional framework governing
marine protection in Tanzania, focusing specifically on those regulations and
institutions relevant to financing.
Each of the existing mpa’s in Tanzania is discussed in turn in the third section of this
chapter. For each mpa, a brief overview is provided, followed by a detailed
discussion of the existing revenue and expenditure streams. This third section closes
by identifying key issues and options relevant to the sustainable financing of that
particular mpa.
The fourth and final section of this chapter provides options and recommendations
for enhancing the financial sustainability of mpas in Tanzania. It is important to
note that these recommendations need to placed in the context of the other key
issues related to marine management, such as ecological integrity, socioeconomic
impact on local communities and the national and local legal and institutional
framework, that are addressed in detail in other chapters of this report.
METHODOLOGY
The information provided in this chapter is based on an extensive literature review,
field visits to three of the four mpa sites (Mafia Island Marine Park, Tanga Region
and Dar es Salaam Marine Reserves) where semi-structured interviews with mpa
management and staff, local government representatives and private sector
representatives were held. In addition, a small workshop involving marine managers
from both the mainland and Zanzibar provided excellent information and guidance
as to the key issues that need to be addressed with regard to sustainable financing.
While a vast amount of data was made available, it should be noted that gaps and
inconsistencies in reporting over time make it difficult to establish an entirely
comprehensive picture of the past and current financial situation of mpa’s.

1

For the purposes of this chapter, mpa refers to a broad range of marine or coastal management areas
or systems, such as a multiple -use Marine Park, no-take Marine Reserves or seasonal reef closures
within a collaborative fisheries management area. The term is used here in lowercase letters to
remind readers of its inclusive definition and to distinguish it from the more commonly used
uppercase MPA, which typically refers to formal Marine Parks or Reserves.
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However, any such gaps or inconsistencies should not alter the overall findings and
recommendations provided here.
DEFINING FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
Financial sustainability is an admirable goal of any development activity, but one
that is infrequently attained. For the purposes of this chapter, financial sustainability
refers to the consistent supply of revenues over time sufficient to meet the costs of
core operations of the mpa. In short, sustainable financing ensures basic costs are
covered for the foreseeable future.
Costs
How much does it cost to establish and operate an mpa in Tanzania? This chapter
attempts to provide an answer to this question with one important caveat – all cost
data used in this report are what existing programs and projects are spending on mpa
creation and management. As there are many different ways to achieve the same
marine management objectives, it is not possible to say that these expenditures
represent the real costs of mpa’s. However, for lack of better alternatives, the
expenditures of existing mpa’s are used as proxies for mpa costs.
An overview of the breakdown of mpa costs used in this chapter is provided in the
following table. It is important to note that different projects define their activities
differently, making comparisons across projects quite difficult. Every attempt has
been made to represent project expenditures accurately.
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% Range of
Total mpa Cost

Cost Category

Description

Personnel & Consultants

Salaries and benefits for international
Technical Advisor and national staff; fees
for specific technical consultancies

30 – 45%

Community
Development

Alternative income generating activities
(e.g. beekeeping, mariculture, fish ponds,
etc.) and/or revolving loan schemes (e.g.
fishing gears, business loans, etc.)

0 –15%

Workshops, Training & Capacity building activities for staff and
Travel
target population; workshops for training,
awareness or project monitoring and
evaluation; travel for national, regional or
international workshops, trainings, etc. and
home leave for staff

10 –15%

Office Running Costs

Rent, utilities, communications,
consumables, management fees of
implementing agencies

10 – 15%

Field Running Costs

Field activities such as reef monitoring,
installation of moorings and buoys,
enforcement patrols, fish counts, licensing
activities, fuel and maintenance cost, etc.

5 – 30%

Capital costs

Infrastructure (e.g. office or boat-house
buildings, staff housing, slipways, etc.) and
equipment (e.g. 4WD vehicles, boats,
engines, computers, SCUBA gear, etc.)

15 – 30%

One interesting note is that daily allowances for project staff and target populations
can amount to 33 percent of total costs, spread over various cost categories (except
Capital Costs).
Revenues
Mpa’s in developing countries typically tap three primary sources of funding,
namely government, international donors and self-generating activities, and
Tanzania is no exception. It is government who determines the need for the
establishment of an mpa and often turns to development partners (e.g. multilateral
development institutions, bilateral aid agencies and/or international conservation
NGO’s) for both technical and financial assistance. The funding arrangement (and
often how those resources can be used) for each mpa is determined largely by the
requirements of the donors (e.g. loans, credits or grants).
Donors typically provide some 80 - 90 percent of total funds available for the
establishment and operation of the mpa. Government and revenue-generating
activities of the mpa itself contribute the remaining 10 - 20 percent. Government
funds are typically used to cover salaries of government staff working for the mpa
and basic recurrent costs (e.g. consumables, utilities, etc.). Revenue generating
activities can include entry and user fees, and/or licensing and taxation. Mpa
projects typically include the development of self-generating revenue schemes as
part of the overall project approach, primarily to ensure the sustainability of mpa
activities that the project is initiating.
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It is interesting to note that most donor-funded mpa projects tend to be of similar
size, scope and duration, at least as designed. A typical mpa project will focus on
one geographic area of 800 km2, and cost up to US$500,000 per year for 5 years.
Most projects tend to be extended, though some donors are more prone to extensions
than others.
A final thought
One of the objectives of assessing the financial sustainability of mpa’s is to develop
a long-term, comprehensive strategy for marine and coastal management in
Tanzania. While financial considerations are indeed critical in this regard, it is
important to first determine the overall strategy of marine management with regard
to ecological and socioeconomic considerations before determining exactly what
activities are needed. Once identified, these activities will determine how much
money will be needed, which finally, will provide a target for resource mobilization.
As a result, this chapter provides an assessment of the current mpa’s in Tanzania but
can only provide general guidance for any future marine management strategies.
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Tanzania has a coastline of 800 km stretching from latitude 4o 49’S at the border
with Kenya to the border with Mozambique at latitude 10o 28’S. The continental
shelf is narrow with the 200km contour depth about 4 km offshore, except at the
Zanzibar and Mafia Channels where the shelf extends for up to 80 km. The islands
within the continental shelf include Unguja and Mafia, as well as a number of small
islets and reefs. Pemba lies beyond the continental shelf and is therefore oceanic.
The area of the shelf to the 200 m depth contour for both mainland and Zanzibar
combined is about 30, 000 km. The shelf area is commonly used by the artisanal
fishermen and due to the narrowness of the shelf, only a small percentage is suitable
fort trawling.
Tanzania is renowned for the attractiveness of its coastal and marine environment,
high marine biodiversity and rich marine and coastal resources The coastal and
marine environment include, among others, major estuaries, mangrove forests, coral
reefs, sandy beaches, cliffs, seagrass beds and muddy tidal flats. Sandy-muddy flats
or rocky reef platforms are found in the intertidal zone, while the sub-littoral zone
consists of extensive seagrass beds and coral reefs. Rivers include Pangani, Wami,
Ruvu, Rufiji, Matandu, Mbemkuru, Lukuledi and Ruvuma which all flow to the
Indian Ocean, influencing the coastal environment through creation of productive
brackish water environments in estuaries, maintenance of deltas, tidal flats and
shorelines, as well as nourishment of mangroves and seagrass beds. However, they
cause breaks in the chain of coral patch reefs as a result of increased sedimentation.
These coastal ecosystems interact with each other and together sustain a tremendous
diversity of marine life and are an important source of sustenance for most coastal
communities. For instance, a wide range of important and valued species are found
including: an estimated 127 species of coral in 13 families; 8,270 species of
invertebrates; 5 species of marine turtles; 1,000 species of fish and breeding and
sheltering areas for seabirds.
There are five administrative regions situated along the mainland coast: Tanga,
Coast, Dar es Salaam, Lindi and Mtwara. These regions are further subdivided into
several districts. The five coastal regions cover about 15 percent of the country’s
total land area and are the home of approximately 25 percent of the country’s
population. The populations of these five coastal regions have increased to about
eight million, with a growth rate ranging between two and six percent. At this rate, a
doubling of the coastal population is expected in as short a period as twelve years.
According to the 1988 census, the estimated population of Tanzania was 23 million.
Based on a land area of 883,749 km2, the population density for the country is 26
persons/km2, while for Dar Es Salaam region, the density is 17,450 persons/km2.
However, in other coastal regions such as Lindi it is less than 12 persons/km.2
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Figure 1: 2002 Census data for Coastal Districts
Region/
2002 Population
Growth Rate
District
(1988 – 2002)
Tanga Region

1.8%

Tanga

243,580

Muheza

279,423

Pangani

44,107

Dar es Salaam
Kinondoni

4.3%
1,088,867

Ilala

637,573

Temeke

771,500

Pwani

2.4%

Bagamoyo

23,0164

Mkuranga

187,428

Rufiji

203,102

Mafia

40,801

Lindi Region

1.4%

Lindi Urban

41,549

Lindi Rural

215,764

Kilwa

171,850

Mtwara Region

1.7%

Mtwara Urban

204,770

Mtwara Rural

92,602

Mainland total

33,500

2.9%

The coastal and marine environments are currently subject to a wide range of natural
and anthropogenic disturbances at different intensities and with various
combinations. The increasing anthropogenic disturbances are attributed to the
growing coastal population, as well as unsustainable use of coastal resources. The
government, in collaboration with external partners and local NGO’s, has taken
steps over the years to enhance the sustainable utilization of coastal resources.
Establishing coastal or marine management areas through a variety of mechanisms
and processes has been one of the major initiatives and is the focus of this report.
Tanzania has a rather short experience with formal marine protected areas. While a
few small islands near Dar es Salaam were designated as Marine Reserves as early
as 1975, the protection was almost entirely on paper. However, in 1994, the
Government of Tanzania (GOT)2 enacted the Marine Parks and Reserves Act (No.
29 of 1994) which established the Marine Parks and Reserves Unit (MPRU) within
the Fisheries Division (FD) of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism
(MNRT). One year later, the Mafia Island Marine Park (MIMP) was gazetted,

2

GOT refers to the mainland government only.
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making it the first Marine Park in Tanzania. To date, the MPA portfolio under the
MPRU consists of five Marine Reserves and two Marine Parks (see Table 1 for
details).
Figure 2: Gazetted Marine Protected Areas in the United Republic of Tanzania
Marine Protected Area

IUCN Designation*

Year Established

Tanzania
Marine Parks
Mafia Island Marine Park

VI

1995

Mnazi Bay-Ruvuma Estuary Marine Park

VI

2000

Bongoyo Island

II

1975

Mbudya Island

II

1975

Pangavini Island

II

1975

Fungu Yasini (sandbank)

II

1975

II

1981

Marine Reserves
Dar es Salaam Reserves

Maziwi Island (sandbank)

*IUCN Classifications: II: National Park; VI: Managed Resource Protected Area

Tanzania has not limited its coastal resources management strategy to the formal
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) mentioned above.3 The Tanga Regional
government, with support from IrishAid and IUCN, established the Tanga Coastal
Zone Conservation and Development Program in 1994, the year before the Mafia
Island Marine Park was officially gazetted. This program, hereafter referred to as
the Tanga Program, was not designed to establish a distinct entity such as a Marine
Park or Reserve, but its goals and objectives were, and still are, similar to that of the
more formal MPAs.
The similarities and differences between these different types of marine
management areas –multiple-use Marine Parks (Mafia Island and Mnazi Bay –
Ruvuma Estuary Marine Parks), no-take Marine Reserves (four Dar es Salaam
Reserves and Maziwi Reserve) and fisheries management areas (Tanga Community
Conservation Areas) – will be discussed in detail in this chapter on sustainable
financing as well as other chapters of this report.

3

In addition to these marine-focused management areas, the Saadani Game Reserve borders the
Indian Ocean. , Saadani is in the process of being expanded and upgraded to a National Park under
the management of the Tanzania National Parks Authority (TANAPA). The expanded Park would
include the marine areas immediately adjacent to the coastal boundary. There has been little or no
collaboration between TANAPA and the MPRU to date regarding the marine area to be placed under
protection.
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LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL
FRAMEWORK
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A number of different laws and regulations govern the use and protection of coastal
and marine resources. Similarly, these laws give mandates to different institutions at
various levels of government to oversee the management and use of these resources.
A more detailed analysis of the specific laws and institutions are presented in
another chapter of this report; however, this section provides a brief overview of the
primary laws and institutions, with particular relevance to financing issues.
Figure 3: Overview of Government Structure in Tanzania
The central government consists primarily of Ministries and units under the President’s Office, the
Vice President’s Office (VPO) or the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO). All matters pertaining to
regional and local government are handled within the President’s Office of Regional
Administration and Local Government (PORALG). The Ministry of Natural Resources and
Tourism (MNRT) consists of 5 divisions (Fisheries, Forestry and Beekeeping, Wildlife, Tourism
and Antiquities) and oversees policy and legal management over those resources. Other
environmental issues such as compliance fall under the Directorate of Environment in the VPO.
The ongoing process of decentralization is transferring many responsibilities and rights to the
District governments. The District Executive Director (DED) is the Chief Executive of the district
and is an employee of the PORALG. The District Commissioner is a political appointee
designated by the President. The District Council Chairmen is a locally elected official and leads
the other district councilors elected to the District Council (DC). Technical staff from the central
ministries serve as District Technical Officers. Each Department Head (e.g. Natural Resources,
Health, Education) is a member of the District Management Team (DMT) which is chaired by the
DED. Heads of Departments can also be members of one or more permanent Standing
Committees. The DED and DMT report to the Full District Council on all matters pertaining to the
District.
At the sub-district level, Villages are grouped into Wards, which are headed by the Ward Executive
Officer (WEO). Village governments consist of the Village Chairman and elected village
councilors. By law, each village should have a Village Environment Committee, but this may not
be the case in all villages at this point in time. Typically, issues raised at the village level are
forwarded to the Ward and then onto the District, if necessary. Any work done in villages should
be cleared first with the District government.
At the sub-national level, the Regional governments are currently attempting to redefine their roles
and responsibilities. The restructuring of Regional Administration is one of the reforms with the
aim of setting up a new relationship between Central Government and Local Government. The
roles of the regions are as follows:
•

To offer multi-skilled technical support to the Local Government Authorities so that they
can deliver their services efficiently and effectively.

•

To ensure peace and tranquillity for the regional inhabitants to enable them to pursue their

MARINE
PARKS
goals
as well AND
as to beRESERVES
an extended armACT,
of the 1994
Central Government within the regions.

In all
cases, Regional
governments
be 1994
kept informed
activities
their
jurisdiction. of
The
Marine
Parks and
Reservesshould
Act of
(MPR of
Act)
serveswithin
as the
cornerstone
the more formal mpa’s. Key provisions of the MPR Act relevant to sustainable
financing are provided below.

Summary
The MPR Act (No. 29 of 1994) provides for the establishment, management and
monitoring of marine parks and reserves, establishes a Marine Park and Reserves
Unit and Board of Trustees, and repeals certain provisions of existing legislation.
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Key Provisions
PART II – Establishment of Marine Parks and Reserves Unit
The Unit shall be within the Division of Fisheries, established by the Director
who, in consultation with the Board, appoints the Unit Manager. Functions of
the Unit include:
•

Establish, monitor, control, manage and administer of marine parks and
reserves;

•

Seek funds for establishment and development of mp&r;

•

Expend such funds in furtherance of mp&r;

•

Implement provisions of this act and subsidiary legislation;

The Unit, with consent of the Minister, may undertake any of the following:
•

Establish, operate or manage office and service for the purposes of their
duties under this Act, in the publicizing of their activities, the
promotion of interest in conservation, and the assistance of visitors to
the marine parks;

•

Provide educational material and informational services to local
resident users of the park or reserve;

•

Establish, operate or manage or grant concession or licenses to other
persons to operate or manage on their behalf any rest camps, lodges,
restaurants or other places of accommodation of visitors traveling to or
from any marine park or for the accommodation of visitors to any place
of aesthetic, geologic, historic or scientific interest which may be
operated in connection with any marine park;

•

Operate transport services for the conveyance of visitors.

PART III – Establishment and Functions of the Board of Trustees
The Board (as stipulated in the First Schedule of the Act) shall consist of
between 7 and eleven members including:
•

Principal Secretary or his representative;

•

Director of Fisheries;

•

An eminent marine scientist;

•

A member of Parliament whose constituency includes area of marine
park;

•

A representative of the Planning Commission or other agency dealing
with national planning;

•

A member of a NGO supporting marine parks and reserves;

•

A business representative with a commercial interest in marine parks or
reserves;

•

Not more than three others to be appointed by the Minister.

The functions of the Board include:
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•

Formulate policies on marine parks and related facilities and activities;

•

Oversee the use of the Marine Parks and Reserves Revolving Fund;

•

Advise the Director on Management;

•

Advise Minister on approval, revision, and amendment of general
management plan of any marine parks.

There shall be an Advisory Committee for each marine park whose members
are appointed by the Principal Secretary on approval of the Board. Advisory
Committee members, numbering between 9 and 11, include:
•

One representative of the Ministry responsible for Fisheries;

•

Two persons who are members of village councils in the vicinity of
marine park;

•

One representative of a local authority from an area containing all or
part of a marine park (local authority means district, urban or township
authority);

•

Two representatives from these business entities:
o Private commercial concern currently operating in the fish or
marine products industry in the vicinity of the Marine Park;
o Private commercial concern currently operating in the tourism
industry in the vicinity of the marine park;

•

An officer dealing with natural resources at the district level;

•

Two representatives from among the following institutions:
o Scientific institution in field of marine conservation;
o Non-profit organization concerned with marine conservation;

•

One representative of the regional authority with jurisdiction over the
marine park;

•

One member to be appointed by the Director.

Members hold office for three years and are eligible for re-election.
Non-voting members: the Warden and Unit Manager are ex officio members,
and the Warden is the Secretary.
The Advisory Committee, at least annually, reports to the Board.
The functions of the Advisory Committee include:
•

Advise Board on management and regulations of marine parks;

•

Oversee operation of marine parks;

•

Consult with the Warden on technical, scientific and operational
matters;

•

Propose names to the Board for purposed of appointing Warden.

There shall be a Warden for each marine park appointed by the Board. The
Warden shall administer the Park subject to the control and authority of the
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Board and advice of the Advisory Committee. The warden appoints officers to
administer the marine park in consultation with the Board.
PART IV – Establishment of Marine Parks and Reserves Revolving Fund4
The MPR Revolving Fund shall serve as a repository for:
•

All funding received from the Government for use within or relating to
the Unit or any marine park or reserve;

•

All voluntary subscriptions, donations or bequests received by the Unit
or any marine park or reserve from any source;

•

All proceeds from user and entry fees, tourism levies, proceeds from
licensing fees and other charges imposed by the Marine Parks or
Reserve in respect of the use, development of, or any activities in the
mp&r;

•

Revenue from the sustainable resource use or development activities
conducted by the Unit;

•

Any other sum or property which may be vested in the Unit or Marine
Park or Reserve as a result of the performance of its functions.

The Board will ensure that the Unit Manager and Warden maintain accounting
records in conformity with Government financial regulations.
Each marine park will have an account with the Revolving Fund where all
revenues generated from within the park shall be retained and expended for
pursuance of the objectives set forth in the GMP.
The Unit Manager shall ensure that all donor funds deposited in the Revolving
Fund for a specific park or reserve or activity are used in accordance with the
donors’ requests.
The Unit Manager shall, with the approval of the Board, expend funds from
the account for purposes relating to the functions of the Unit.
The Unit Manager and the Warden shall, with approval of the Board, expend
funds from the account, as apportioned in the GMP, for the benefit of the
villages in the vicinity of the marine park or reserves.
The Board shall distribute a portion of net revenues to local authorities
(district, urban, or township) in which the marine park is declared.
The Director shall submit an annual audited report on the sources and uses of
funds under the Revolving Fund to the Board and the Minister.
PART V – Involvement of Village Councils
For each marine park or reserve, the Unit Manager or Warden shall specify a
list of villages in the vicinity of that park or reserve which affects or is affected
by the park or reserve.
Each village council, either directly or through a designated committee or
representative shall:
4

Called the Conservation and Development Fund.
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•

Participate fully in all aspects of the development of any amendment of
regulations, zoning or GMP;

•

Advise the Technical Committee, Unit Manager and/or Warden
concerning matters relevant to management and conservation of park;

•

Serve as a liaison between members of the village or community and
the Warden, Unit Manager, Advisory Committee and the Board.

PART VI – Declaration of Marine Parks and Reserves
The Minister, after consultation with the relevant local government authorities
and by notice published in the Gazette, declare any area within territorial
waters or exclusive economic zone or any island or coastal area to be a Marine
Park or Reserve.
The Minister responsible for National Parks may after consultation with the
relevant local authorities, declare any marine park or part of a marine park to
be a national park in accordance with the provisions of section 3 of the
National Parks Ordinance.
The purposes of designation of a marine park or reserve shall be:
•

Protect, conserve and restore the species and genetic diversity of living
and non-living marine resources and the ecosystem processes of marine
and coastal areas;

•

Stimulate rational development of underutilized natural resources;

•

Manage marine and coastal areas so as to promote sustainability of
existing resource use, and the recovery of areas and resources that have
exploited or damaged;

•

Ensure that villages and other local residents are involved in all phases
of the planning, development and management of mp&r, share in the
benefits of the operation of the protected area, and have priority in the
resource use and economic opportunity afforded by the establishment
of the mp&r;

•

Promote community oriented education and dissemination of
information concerning conservation and sustainable use of marine
parks and reserves;

•

Facilitate research and to monitor resource conditions and uses.

Subsequent Sections of the Act deal with the following:
VII – General Management Plan (GMP)
VIII – Zones within marine parks
IX – Regulations concerning entry, residence and settlement
X – Other regulations (prohibited activities)
XI – General powers of the Minister to make Regulations (do’s and don’t’s)
XII – Appeals
XIII – Enforcement
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XIV – Miscellaneous Provisions (including ‘Where the President considers that the
Marine Parks and reserves be conducted on a permanent and more
coordinated basis, he may, by order published in the Gazette, declare the unit
to be a body corporate.’
XV – Repeals, Savings and Transitional Provisions (including ‘Where any by-law
made by a local authority is inconsistent with any Provision of this Act,
subsidiary legislation or GMP, [the relevant Act, law or GMP] shall be
construed so as to revoke, to the extent of the inconsistency, the provision of
such by-law.’)
FISHERIES ACT
The Fisheries Act provides detailed guidelines on the (i) licenses and fees for
fishermen and fishing vessels, and (ii) the taxes to be collected on marine resources.
The central government handles licenses fees for vessels over 11 meters in length;
local government is mandated to handle smaller vessels and local fishermen. This
national legislation gives the legal mandate to local governments to collect these
fees but does not stipulate a particular mechanism for registration and collection. As
a result, local governments have a certain amount of latitude to design licensing
systems to cater to their specific needs (see section on the Tanga Program below for
more details on how one District is piloting a quota system).
FORESTRY ACT
This law provides legal protection for each and every mangrove tree along the coast
and stipulates the licensing criteria and fee schedules for extractive use. A key
feature of the Forestry Act is its provision for promoting joint forest management
with the local communities.
DISTRICT AND VILLAGE BY-LAWS
Local governments are given powers to enact by-laws insofar as they do not
contravene national legislation. Typically, the district government will enact a
Sheria Ndogo, or by-law, that provides the licensing mechanisms and fees schedules
for extractive resource use, including fisheries. Other topics that could be addressed
under by-laws include the zoning of marine areas for management purposes (e.g.
closed reefs) or the roles and responsibilities of villages in managing their coastal
resources.
SUPPLEMENTARY NATIONAL LEGISLATION
Government Notice No. 232 published on 21 September 2001 provides the fees
schedules for Marine Parks and Reserves.
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Figure 4: Marine Parks Fee Structure
Category

Fees

Entrance fee per person per day

TZ Citizen

Non-citizen

TZS

US$

1,000

10

Between 5 and 16 years of age

200

5

Below 5 years of age

Free

Free

Over 16 years of age

Boat and Sport Fishing Licenses
Boats powered by 40hp engine or less trading in marine resources

TZS 10,000 per month

Boats powered more than 40hp engine trading in marine
resources

TZS 50,000 per month

Visiting Leisure Boats privately owned and non-commercial

US$10 per entry for maximum of 7
days

Visiting commercial leisure boats, including charters

US$50 per entry for maximum of 7
days

Game Fishing Boat

US$50 per entry up to 7 days

Cruise Ship/Tourist Passenger Boat

US$500 per entry

Visitors staying in lodges and fishing in a boat owned by a
registered business in the marine parks or visiting game fishing
boats shall pay a fishing license

US$20 for period of 7 days

Fishermen on Game Fishing Boat each pays a fee

US$50 per person up to 7 days

Commercial Filming Fees
Image capture of any type, i.e. still photography, motion picture
photography, conventional video imaging, for commercial
purposes

US$500 for up to 14 days

Figure 5: Marine Reserves Fee Structures
Category
Entrance permit fee per person per day in Marine Reserve

Fees
TZ Citizen

Non-citizen

TZS

US$

1,000

5

Between 5 and 16 years of age

200

3

Below 5 years of age

Free

Free

Over 16 years of age

Boat and Sport Fishing Licenses
Passenger boats with carrying capacity of 15 passengers

US$200 per month

Local registered leisure boat

TZS 5,000

Foreign registered leisure boat

US$40

Concession
Concession to operate public services in Marine Reserve i.e.
restaurants, etc.

US$2,400 per annum or US$200 per
month

Commercial Filming Fees
Image capture of any type, i.e. still photography, motion picture
photography, conventional video imaging, for commercial
purposes

US$500 for up to 14 days
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3
CURRENT FINANCING STATUS
OF
EXISTING
MARINE PROTECTED AREAS
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MAFIA ISLAND MARINE PARK
Background and Brief History
Legal Basis
The Resolution of the National Assembly declaring the Mafia Island Marine Park
(MIMP) was passed on 27 April 1995 with effect from 1 July that same year. The
MIMP boundary was officially gazetted 6 September 1996.
Description
Mafia Island and its chain of small islets lies approximately 120km south of Dar es
Salaam and 20 km offshore the most eastern extent of the Rufiji Delta, one of the
larges deltas in Africa and home to extensive mangrove forests. The main island of
Mafia is about 48km long and 17km wide at its largest point and is home to a
population of 40,801 people (2002 Census data).
MIMP is a multiple-use Marine Park (IUCN classification VI) covering 822 km2,
over 75% of which is below the high water mark. The MIMP covers the southern
part of Mafia Island and includes the inhabited islands of Chole, Juani, Jibondo and
Bwejuu as well as several other uninhabited islets. The Park is home to a variety of
tropical marine habitats including coral reefs, sea grass beds, mangrove forests and
inter-tidal flats. The Park also houses a remnant of threatened lowland coastal
forest, about half of which is inside park boundaries. Two species of marine turtle
nest on the Park’s beaches and local sightings of dugongs have been recorded. In
addition to its natural wealth, MIMP is also home to numerous historic ruins, some
dating back to the 13th century.
It is estimated that 19,000 people live inside the Park boundaries in 14 villages.
According to the MIMP General Management Plan (GMP), up to 50 percent of this
population is heavily dependant on the exploitation of marine resources for their
livelihoods and another 10-15 percent rely on forest products from the sectors of
Mlola Forest within Park boundaries.
Objectives
The purposes of the MIMP are as follows:
•

Conservation of biodiversity and ecosystem processes

•

Sustainable resource use, rehabilitation of damaged ecosystems

•

Involvement of local residents in development and management

•

Stimulation of rational development of underutilized natural resources

•

Promotion of environmental education

•

Research and Monitoring of resource conditions and uses

•

Conservation of historic monuments, ruins and cultural resources

•

Facilitation of appropriate ecotourism development
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Key Features
Zoning Scheme
MIMP has developed a zoning scheme consisting of core, specified use, and general
use zones, surrounded by a buffer zone.
Zone

Figure 6: MIMP Zoning Scheme
Protection
Criteria for Selection
level

Core

high

Areas that warrant priority
conservation status and
local users can afford to
wholly relinquish

Extractive
use
prohibited;
controlled tourism
and scientific use
permitted

Specified Use

intermediate

Areas that warrant priority
conservation status but
local users not able to
relinquish

Significantly
destructive uses
prohibited;
extractive
uses
permitted
by
residents of the Park

All other areas
General Use

low

Controlled extractive
use
permitted;
priority to residents,
but non-residents
also permitted with
authorization

Buffer

very low

Resource use

800 meters outwards from Developments
boundary
subject to EIA under
MPR Act

Mafia Island Marine Park – General Management Plan
This GMP was adopted by the Minister of Natural Resources and Tourism (MNRT)
in September 2000. WWF UK provided financial and technical assistance to the
development of the GMP which was coordinated by the MPRU and the Board of
Trustees.
Excerpts relevant to Sustainable Financing
Chapter 6 – Management & Operational Framework
Supporting Regulations – could include zoning scheme and resource-use
restrictions; qualifications for residency and user certificates; and EIA
requirements and procedures. MIMP field staff draft regulations under guidance
of Unit Manager, Advisory Committee reviews, MPRU does professional legal
drafting, Board modifies and/or approves, and Minister approves and puts in
Gazette.
Planning Documents – could include Land Utilization Plan, Tourism
Management Plan, Village Natural Resources Development Plans, Species
Conservation Plans (as appropriate) or a Research & Monitoring Plan.
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Village Liaison Committees – serve as primary liaison between communities and
marine park management.
Mafia District Council – a number of important issues require close
collaboration and agreement, including:
•

EIA requirements for developments outside the park boundary;

•

Complementarity over the management of the Mlola Forest between the
Park and the impending District Forest Reserve;

•

Issuance of fishing licenses and collaborative patrolling;

•

Collection of user few within the Marine Park and disbursement of
revenue;

•

Issues relating to land title and concession fees within Park boundaries.

Manpower – Scheme of Service for Marine Parks and Reserves of 1999 provides
information on operational staff structures. The employment policy of the Board
is to employ a lean team of highly motivated staff that is relatively well
compensated. The GMP also calls for a 5-year Strategic Plan and Annual
Operational Plans.
Financial Management – ‘The principal of sustainability, as applied to the use of
the park’s natural resources, should ideally extend to the financing of the park
itself. The financing plan will be designed to fund long term operating costs
from the collection of permit, park entrance and user fees.’
Collection of User Fees – visitor entry fees collected by lodges within park
boundary and submitted park management at end of each month. Park
Management will not be involved in issuing licenses or collecting revenues
from fishing licenses.
Accounts System – All revenues accruing from the Park will be held in the
Park’s account (sub-fund) within the Marine Parks and Reserves
Conservation and Development Fund (assumed to be same as Revolving
Fund). Terms and conditions follow Government’s Financial Orders. Net
revenue, after operating costs, will not be subjected to government taxation,
nor will contributions from outside aid agencies. The Warden is responsible
for preparing a forecast of revenue for the park, based on discussions with
the hotels and commercial marine users, and will plan staffing levels,
operating costs and capital investments accordingly. The budget will then be
submitted to the Advisory Committee for review and to the Board for final
approval. Disbursements of funds will be the responsibility of the Warden
with the approval of the Board.
Distribution of Net Revenues – As stipulated in the MPR Act, the District
authority will receive a share of the net revenue from the MIMP sub-fund for
the development and effective administration of Mafia Island. This annual
funding should be sufficient to compensate the District for the loss of
revenue from the operations of the Park, such as for the collection of
concession fees from tourist hotels within MIMP boundary. Should be about
10% of net revenues.
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Another share of the MIMP sub-fund will be used for the benefit of the villages in
the vicinity of the Park. This share will not be less than 10% of the total MIMP subfund. The Act provides that funds disbursed in this way must be used to further the
objectives of the Act. This is interpreted to mean the development of under-utilized
resources and of resource sustainability. Accordingly, the MIMP staff will facilitate
the development of Village Natural Resources Development Plans, setting out a
framework for expenditure. The park may allocate funds disproportionately to
villages whose livelihoods are most affected by the Park or whose residents are most
engaged in unsustainable resource use.
Community Development Activities
A number of community development activities were planned under the WWF
project, though only 8.5% of total project funds were budgeted for these types of
activities according to the WWF Mid-term Review conducted in 2002. The
implementation of these activities, commonly referred to as alternative livelihood or
alternative income generating activities, has lagged behind other Park-centered
activities. This is largely due to the importance of getting the Park Headquarters and
WWF Field Office operational, but also due to the importance placed on timely
disbursement of project funds – capital expenditures on facilities and equipment are
an indicator of progress in meeting project objectives, whereas disbursement for
community development takes time.
Costs
The following charts provide costing data from both WWF and MIMP. While these
figures cannot be said to represent the actual costs of operating the Marine Park,
they represent the closest estimation available.
Figure 7: Indicative cost breakdown of WWF MIMP Project Activities
(based on FY’03 Revised Detailed Budget)
Category

Cost US$

Percentage of Total

Staff costs

98,000

29%

9,000

3%

Grants (micro-loan schemes)

40,000

11%

Travel & Training Costs

26,000

8%

Publications and Printing

6,000

1%

Office Running Costs

33,000

10%

Field Running Costs

73,000

21%

Capital Costs

57,000

17%

342,000

100%

Technical Experts

Total
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Figure 8: MIMP Revenues and Expenditures5
Activity
1. Receipts
Balance brought forward (due to construction delays in previous year)
GoT - Personnel Costs (MPRU)
GoT – Operating Costs (MPRU)
GoT – Operating Costs
Government of Norway
Government Salaries – MNRT staff
WWF (allowances for Village Liaison Officers)
Miscellaneous Income
Collection of Fees

Actual US$

% of total

Total

110,000
36,000
17,000
2,400
100,000
1,700
13,000
700
16,000
296,800

37%
12%
6%
1%
34%
1%
4%
0.5%
4.5%
100
0.5%
1%
1.5%
1%
1%
0.5%
1%
1%
0.5%
1%
2%
6%
5%
16%
1%
10%
0.5%
5%
1%
6%
24%
1.5%
5%
0.5%
2%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
1%
0.5%
2%
0.5%

Total
Balance Carried Forward

670
1,300
2,300
1,700
1,700
900
1,900
1,200
900
1,700
2,600
9,500
6,700
24,300
1,200
15,300
500
6,800
1,200
8,900
35,800
2,400
7,700
900
3,600
1,000
1,300
100
1,600
600
2,800
200
149,270
161,800

2. Expenditures
Staff training
International Workshop
Local Community Training – Tour Guides
Local Community Research – oil palms seeds
Local Community Training – alternative income
Local Community Environmental Education
Boat clearing charges
Office EQ repairs and maintenance
Office buildings repairs and maintenance
Telephone, fax, email and radio calls
Purchase of a repeater
Motor vehicle rehabilitation
Purchase of fuel, oil and lubricant
Office building (additional)
Publication and printing material
Security and enforcement expenses
Mooring of buoys
Travel and subsistence allowances
Extra duty and lunch allowances
Wages and other allowances
Salaries – MPRU
Salaries – MNRT staff
Supplies and up-keep
Electricity charges
Board and Advisory Committee Expenses
Staff Accommodation
Home leave and passage
Staff uniform
Donation and gift
Works inspection and certificate
Purchase of Transmitter
Bank Charges

100%
%

Taken together, the total costs for operating the MIMP for one year are shown in the
following chart, as well as the annual revenues by source of funds.

5

These figures include central government subventions and NORAD contributions, but exclude all
WWF-managed financial resources (except for US$13,000 transferred to MIMP for allowances for
Village Liaison Officers). Based on draft FY’02 Financial Statement.
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Cost Breakdown MIMP FY'03
Total US$491,270

Personnel & Consultants

17%
31%

Community Development
Workshops, Training & Travel
Office Running Costs

22%

Field Running Costs
10%
11%

Capital Costs

9%

MIMP: Current Sources of Funds
Total US$510,000
12%
0%
WWF
NORAD

12%

GoT
MDC
MIMP

8%

68%

The specific activities included in the cost categories above are as follows:6
•

Personnel & Consultants: salaries and benefits for international Technical
Advisor, national Park staff and various specialized consultants (international
and national)

6

This breakdown of cost categories is not perfect since not all activities fall neatly into distinct
categories. However, for the purposes of comparison across mpa’s in this report, these cost
categories provide the best approximation of typical mpa activities.
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•

Community Development: Alternative Income Generating Activities,
revolving fishing gear, loan or grant schemes, etc.

•

Workshops, Training & Travel: for variety of purposes

•

Office Running Costs: Rent, utilities, consumables, communications, etc.

•

Field Running Costs: Fuel, maintenance of vehicles, boats and engines,
mooring of buoys, etc.

•

Capital Costs: Purchases of Equipment and building of facilities

Funding Sources and Mechanisms
MIMP receives financial resources from three external sources and one selfgenerating source. MIMP staff and WWF TA feel that Park is under-funded
currently. WWF UK is planning on supporting MIMP for three more years under
the rubric of East Africa Marine Ecosystem program. It is possible that this
‘extension’ of the current project will focus primarily on AIG and environmental
education activities. GoT financial commitment for salaries is consistent, but not for
recurrent costs. NORAD has been inconsistent of late, but now seems prepared to
provide about US$40,000 per year for the next three years. The outlook for each of
the next three years is as follows: US$60,000 from GoT; US$350,000 from WWF;
US$40,000 from NORAD; and US$60,000 from entry and user fees. Currently,
there are no plans that look beyond these next three years.
Source of Annual
Funds
Amount
(based
FY2003)
US$35,000
salaries
GoT
US$25,000
recurrent

NORAD

WWF

Primary Uses

Channel(s)

on

Disbursement
Authority/
MIMP
Account #

Treasury – MNRT
– Division of BoT
Salaries, Recurrent
Fisheries – Board
Operating Costs
of Trustees/MPRU A/C No. 27
- MIMP

US$40,000

Formerly, Capital GoN – Treasury – G o N
and
Development
MNRT (Planning MNRT
(infrastructure);
Unit) - MIMP
Now, training, AIG
A/C No. 28
activities

US$350,000

Community based DfID – WWF UK
conservation, AIG, – WWF TPO –
Revolving Loans; WWF Mafia
equipment; WWF
Mafia office

WWF UK
Totally
separate from
MIMP or GoT
accounts

Operating
a n d Currently, MIMP
Management Costs, collects and keeps
with provision for money in Mafia;
revenue-sharing
(net revenues) with
local government
and MIMP villages.

BoT
upon
request from
MIMP
or
MPRU

CD Trust
US$60,000
Fund

A/C No. 30
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1. Government of Tanzania subventions
MIMP prepares budget that is consolidated into one MPRU budget proposal.
Typically, MIMP is promised about 67% of what was requested and actually
receives about 50%. US$35,000 is used to pay salaries for the 20 staff hired by BoT
and another US$25,000 for recurrent costs (e.g. office supplies and equipment; fuel,
maintenance, etc.).
2. NORAD – Conservation of Marine Resources and Environmental Protection in
MIMP
NORAD support in currently in Phase III. The first two phases financed
infrastructure development (e.g. Park Headquarters, equipment, etc.). This third
phase will provide roughly US$40,000 in FY03, gradually decreasing to roughly
US$26,000 in FY06. NORAD will focus on financing on training Park staff and
communities, in addition to a few AIG activities.
3. WWF UK – funds originating from DfID, (also WWF SE and WWF CH)
WWF funds are entirely separate from MIMP funds, except for roughly US$10,000
per year that is transferred to MIMP to pay for allowances/salaries for the 14 Village
Liaison Officers (VLOs). The bulk of WWF money finances the TA, a few
community development staff, and operating and maintenance of the WWF office
and equipment. Smaller amounts finance awareness raising, fishing gear schemes,
and other community projects.
4. Conservation and Development Trust Fund – entry and user fees from MIMP
itself
Since March 2002 when the entrance gate was erected, MIMP has been collecting
entry fees directly (prior to the gate, hotels would collect and hand over to MIMP
monthly). All fees collected (entry and user fees) are deposited in the C&D Trust
Fund (MIMP A/C 30) in Mafia. Currently, MIMP retains the funds but reports
monthly balances to MPRU/BoT; however, MIMP accountant stated that BoT wants
the money to physically be transferred to DSM and then BoT will disburse
accordingly for MIMP activities.
10-Year Projections of Costs and Revenues
Based on current funding information and given a number of realistic assumptions
(provided below), the costs and revenues for MIMP can be projected through 2012.
MIMP: Annual Cost Projections
$500,000
$450,000
$400,000
Capital Costs

$350,000

Field Running Costs

US$

$300,000

Office Running Costs

$250,000

Workshops, Training & Travel

$200,000

Community Development

$150,000

Personnel & Consultants

$100,000
$50,000
$0
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Year
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MIMP: Projected Sources of Funds
600,000
500,000
MIMP

400,000
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MDC
300,000

GoT
NORAD

200,000

WWF
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0
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MIMP: Projected Costs and Revenues
600,000
500,000

US$

400,000
Revenues

300,000

Costs

200,000
100,000
0
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2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Year

Assumptions:
•

WWF extends Project for three years (2004 – 2006) at similar levels of funding.

•

NORAD funding phases out in 2006 as planned.

•

At end of 2006 when WWF and NORAD contributions are scheduled to end, costs would
decrease as follows (with assumptions):
o

Personnel and Consultants: 50% decrease (no international TA)

o

Community Development 50% decrease (unlikely to be priority without donor support)

o

Workshops, Training and Travel: 50% decrease (should be less need, as much is donordriven)

o

Office Running Costs: remain level (Park HQ will still need to operate)

o

Field Running Costs: 50% decrease (fewer programs)

o

Capital Investment: 50% decrease, with 100% increase in 2010 for replacement/major
maintenance (all costs for large capital items e.g. vehicles, boats, engines, etc. cannot be
spread over time easily; more likely for large purchases to occur in one or two years,
based on depreciation rates of equipment and facilities)
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•

Self-generated revenues from entry and user fees grow 10 percent annually (by 2012, this would
require roughly 14,000 bed nights, well within the realm of possibility assuming Mafia Island
Lodge is renovated and operational).

•

Government contributions remain constant.

•

Mafia District Council continues to provide no financial assistance to Marine Park.

The need to identify new sources of revenue to sustain Park activities is obvious
from the cost overruns shown in the above chart. One encouraging sign is the
potential for MIMP to generate significant revenues from tourism entry fees;
however, this is highly dependant on the successful privatization of Mafia Island
Lodge and the continued health of the Tanzanian tourism sector in general. Even
with annual growth rates of 10 percent, however, additional funding will be needed,
particularly when capital investments in equipment in facilities will b required,
project for 2009 or 2010.
Key Issues Regarding Sustainable Financing
Relevant Recommendations from External Mid Term Review of WWF MIMP Project
The External Mid term Review of the WWF Project conducted in 2002 made the
following recommendations and comments:
•

Re-examine the funding available to projects involving the provision of
alternative income options. Perhaps the most frequent complaint from
stakeholders is that the project has failed to deliver on its commitments to
provide alternative fishing gear and other specific items for alternative income.

•

Continue to consider realistic methods for generating revenue to the MIMP
Conservation (Revolving) Fund, and develop meaningful ways for sharing that
revenue with local residents/communities. The widespread observation of
stakeholders interviewed was that they feel disappointed that such sharing has
yet to be started.

•

Consider a different project approach that realistically assesses the weakness in
Mafia District social infrastructure and government services, and clarify the
extent to which WWF and MIMP shall contribute to improving those conditions;
define a strategy to locate and encourage partners to develop programs on Mafia
to address those needs.

•

Establish more straightforward and transparent mechanisms for the transfer of
annual (recurrent) government funds to the Marine Park. The failure, for
whatever reason, for any substantial portion of the current (2002) fiscal year's
government recurrent budget intended for MIMP to actually reach the park has
direct and serious consequences on the WWF Project i.e. that virtually all the
current year's recurrent (operating) expenses have to be borne by the WWF
project. Since similar situations, although less severe, have occurred in both
previous years of WWF support, this has a direct bearing on achieving current
objectives as well as the anticipated impact of the project's scheduled
termination in 2004.

•

The continuation project should also address the issue of sustainable financing
for Mafia, on the assumption that there will not likely be a third continuation.
Sustainable financing options need to be carefully considered and designed, and
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no single solution is likely to be adequate. A package of financing is probably
most advisable if for no other reason than to protect the park from the potential
temporary inability of one or another source to contribute. Government
contributions, a trust fund, inputs from tourism and some revenue from
exploiting resources may all be considered. A few comments on each of these
follow:
o Although it is hoped that the general economic situation in Tanzania
will improve, it cannot be assumed there will be a consequent
increase in government revenues to dedicate to Mafia both to the park
and to the District, particularly given current government policy
favoring the self-financing of protected areas.
o Trust funds are extremely attractive vehicles, but a protected area
must make a very good case to be favored over competing claims for
such support, and they require very hard start-up efforts and later
maintenance.
o With some appropriate promotion, Mafia should steadily increase in
attractiveness as a tourism destination, resulting in increased tourism
revenues to the Conservation fund. Care however should be taken
neither to over-promote nor to over-develop, since it is important that
Mafia not attempt to compete with extremely developed alternatives
like Zanzibar.
o At some appropriate time in the future, tourist hotels and related
industries should be asked to pay significant fees to MIMP (separate
from entry fees they may collect on behalf of tourists), as a
contribution to the public's cost in maintaining the environment in
which hotel guests enjoy themselves.
o Although it must be carefully controlled to avoid abuse, the potential
for collecting fees for the acceptable, sustainable exploitation of
certain park resources may be considered. In this category might be
future levies on mariculture profits or fish exports, to the extent this
is not counter-productive to delivering benefits to local residents.
Revenue Sharing
The Act states that a portion of net revenues from the Conservation and
Development Trust Fund will be shared with (i) local government (Mafia District
Council) and (ii) villages within the MIMP, but does not provide an actual
percentage. Further, the Act states that the revenue to be shared with the MDC
should be enough to compensate them for lost revenue caused by the existence of
the Marine Park – no strings or conditions on the use of these funds are provided in
the Act. The revenue to be shared with MIMP villages does have conditions,
namely that the funds must be used to further the goals of the Act.
The General Management Plan (GMP) of April 2000 states that the actual
percentage to be shared with the MDC has not been determined but that 10 percent
of net revenue was being used for planning and budgeting purposes. For MIMP
villages, the GMP states that at least 10 percent of net revenues will be shared.
While the GMP is not a legally binding document, most parties (at least the MDC if
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not the villagers) have read it and are now expecting the revenues to be shared. To
date, no revenue has been shared with either partner.
The BoT, MPRU and MIMP management have determined that “net revenues”
means the funds left over after all operating and management costs of running the
MIMP have been covered. With the new entry fee structure introduced in January
2002, MIMP can expect at least TZS 60 million per year to be collected and
deposited into the Conservation and Development Trust Fund. With current funding
levels from Government and external donors, this money is not needed to cover
management costs at present, but would be needed if external funding levels
decrease in the future.
Obvious lack of trust amongst key stakeholder groups
This lack of trust (and therefore lack of coordination and co-management) is evident
when speaking to MIMP staff (about the MDC and hoteliers); MDC (about MIMP
staff); and hoteliers (about each other, MIMP and MPRU staff and MDC). Money
(perceptions of corruption) and power seem to be the major causes of this mistrust,
so resolving the revenue-sharing issue (discussed above) and the Advisory
Committee issue (below) may a good place to start in order to develop a true
partnership amongst these key stakeholder groups.
Role of Advisory Committee
One of the key deficiencies of the Act is its description of the role and structure of
the Advisory Committee. The AC was originally created to represent the key
stakeholders who are dealing with the Park on a day-to-day basis (e.g. local
government, private sector in Park, etc.) and to provide advice on Park management
directly to the Board of Trustees. However, the fact that the Secretary of the AC is
also the Warden-in-Charge raise some concerns, not least because he, as Secretary,
is the one who communicates with the Board (through its Secretary, the Unit
Manger of MPRU who is also the Warden-in-Charge’s direct supervisor). So, rather
than having a group of stakeholders communicating directly to the Board, the MIMP
manager is in effect reporting directly to his supervisor. This issue must be resolved
before the key stakeholders start feeling true ownership of the Park. Further, there is
a need to assess whether or not the AC is actually representative of the key
stakeholders and whether or not the groups they are intended to represent are
actually being represented (e.g. are AC members sharing information with, and
passing along interests/views of, constituencies?).
Villages outside MIMP
Mafia District Council (MDC) staff expressed their concern that the villagers outside
the Park are starting to complain that the villagers inside the Park are getting great
benefits. Park management feels that the villagers inside the Park deserve support
since the Park has introduced restrictions and rules that affect their traditional
livelihoods. However, it is important to determine how much the establishment of
the Park has affected those living outside its boundaries, particularly in light of the
fact that prior to the Park, fishermen from the North of the island (outside the Park)
would fish in the southern areas (now inside the Park) during certain seasons of the
year. The introduction of fees (user, camping fees payable to MIMP and informal
fees payable to some villages inside the Park) has meant that these fishermen from
the North do not fish inside the Park anymore (however, the fishermen from the
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southern areas inside the Park continue to fish in the northern areas during certain
seasons). While conservation efforts inside the Park may be working, it may be
coming at a cost to the natural resources outside the Park. Some villagers in the
northern areas have sent a formal written request to the Director of Fisheries to
designate a few reefs as (seasonal) protected areas and are considering introducing
entry and/or user fees in part to counteract the impact of the MIMP.
The Role of the Mafia District Council
The role of the District Council in the MIMP is a key issue that deserves attention.
To date, there is no formal MOU between the Park and MDC that spells out comanagement structures or revenue-sharing mechanisms, among other things. The
Act does not make specific statements about the role of local government, except to
say that they should receive a share of net revenues and be represented on the AC
(also, that MPR laws and regulations supercede any local legislation). This is a
major deficiency in the Act and one that needs to be corrected, particularly with
regard to the recent trends towards decentralization to the district level.
The MDC raised the following points that deserve attention:
•

MIMP activities are not in line with the overall MDC Development Plan. Very
little communication and coordination of MIMP planning and MDC planning
(and budgeting) is being done. On one occasion, the BoT reviewed the MDC
Development Plan, selected one item for one of the MIMP villages (a dispensary
in Juani village) and proceeded to fund that activity (it is unclear to the MDC
whether this was meant to be part of revenue-sharing agreement with the MDC
or the village or why this village was selected first). MDC feels that even
though the activity was included in the District Development Plan, the MDC
itself should have been able to determine how any MIMP funds would be used
(they stated that the dispensary was not the biggest priority for the District at that
time).

•

MIMP is providing services and benefits to MIMP villages and not to villages
outside MIMP, creating a situation of relative (and potentially actual)
deprivation. MDC is responsible for serving the entire District, MIMP or no
MIMP, and is now considering spending most of its resources and efforts in
villages outside the Park to try and correct this imbalance. This could have the
effect of dividing the district into two ‘sub-districts, one under the authority of
the MPRU and one under the District Council.

•

MIMP receives GoT funds for salaries and operating costs through the Fisheries
Division; when the MDC Fisheries staff request money from Fisheries Division
to implement activities, the response from Director of Fisheries is that Mafia has
already received its share of GoT money. MDC staff feels it is unfair that MIMP
should be able to receive all the money meant for Fisheries management in the
District.

•

MDC does not collect any fees or taxes from the hotels located inside the MIMP.
Hotels pay 20% VAT directly to Treasury (according to the TRA Revenue
Officer, hotels account for the largest percentage of VAT collected in Mafia,
followed by small shops). Hotels do not pay any concessions for operating
inside the Park, primarily because the hotels were there first (before the Park).
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•

MDC staff identified the following benefits from MIMP: In-kind services
(communications, transport); cost savings through provision of social services by
MIMP to MIMP villages (though not always coordinated effectively); Revenues
from licenses and fees seem to increasing; Awareness of coastal and marine
issues being raised by MIMP; and AIG pilot projects may be able to be
replicated outside Park eventually.

•

MDC staff identified the following costs of MIMP: increased pressure on
natural resources in the northern areas; time (primarily meetings); complaints
from villages outside the Park; lost resources from Division of Fisheries due to
MIMP.

•

MDC feels that MIMP get too much financial support compared to the MDC
(see indicative MDC/MIMP comparison table below).

Figure 9: MDC/MIMP Revenue Comparisons (indicative only)
Revenue source
Mafia District Council MIMP
(MDC)
Annual revenue collection
From Fisheries sector
From MIMP
(estimated)

areas

US$70,000

US$60,000

US$28,000

n/a

US$15,000

n/a

Central
Government
Subventions
US$577,000
Total External Subventions
(including
c e n t r a l US$761,000
government, donors, etc.)

US$60,000

US$450,000
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Potential for MIMP Revenue Generation
In FY’02, it is estimated that the tourist hotels in MIMP will have had between
5,000 and 6,000 bed nights. There are a total of 120 beds for tourists in the Park
currently, and it is not expected that any new investments in tourist accommodation
will be made inside the Park, primarily due to poor infrastructure, lack of adequate
sites, and unpredictable global market. If the Mafia Lodge, the largest hotel by far
with 80 beds, is privatized and renovated, it is estimated that annual bed nights could
reach a maximum of 20,000, but most likely not until 2010 at the earliest (55%
occupancy of 36,000 possible bed nights (120 beds x 300 nights (due to closure in
rainy season).7
If all are non-citizens, MIMP can expect annual entry fee revenues of about
US$200,000. Revenues from boat and fishing licenses would also increase, but
would most likely not contribute more than $10,000 annually with most of this
coming from game fishing fees (note that boats operated within a Park by a
registered tourism business located within the same Park are exempt from all boat
license fees). As a result, roughly US$220,000 would be available annually for park
management, depending on how the revenue-sharing mechanisms are worked out
with the MDC and MIMP villages. Stakeholder8 estimates of how much would be
needed to operate the MIMP at the most basic level range from US$150,000 to
US$500,000 per year, without any development activities (e.g. AIG, micro credit
schemes, etc.).
Recommendations
Over the next few years, MIMP will continue to benefit from external donor support,
assuming WWF extends its current project. In the medium- to long-term, prospects
for covering projected costs are quite good, assuming the Lodge is renovated and
arrivals increase by 10 percent per year. Significant changes to government
contributions are not expected, though other demands for marine management funds
may tap into those funds currently allocated to MIMP (see section on MB-REMP
below). The overall picture is fairly positive but still uncertain due to reliance on the
tourism industry to generate revenues.
One potential source of revenues that is not currently being tapped at all by MIMP is
licensing and taxation of marine products. The Mafia District Council (MDC) has
the legal mandate to collect these fees and is doing so albeit inefficiently – there is
great potential for streamlining the collection system and increasing revenues. The
current climate of mistrust between the MDC and MIMP management, however,
greatly reduces the chances of these revenues being channeled back into MIMP. As
a result, one local and consistent financing option is effectively closed to MIMP.
In order to tap this revenue source, major changes are needed, particularly with
regard to local communities’ perceptions of the Park (and the central government).

7

The fee structure may need to be changed when the Lodge is privatized. Even with renovations in
the millions of dollars, the Lodge will most likely not be able to charge more than US$60 per person
per night. MIMP entry fees of US$10 per person per day would represent 16% of tourist expenditure
on accommodation (for the other three hotels charging from US$120-150, MIMP entry fees represent
roughly 6-8%).
8

Hoteliers, MIMP management, WWF TA.
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In fact, the greatest risk to the Park is the dissatisfaction of the local communities,
the same communities that were intended to be owners of the Park in the first place.
Ecological and financial issues are fairly peripheral to this central problem.
MIMP needs a major over-haul in its approach – a three-year plan needs to be drawn
up to transfer substantial management authority over to the local government and
communities. The long-term benefits of such a move would be great, as would the
short-term costs, particularly in light of the fact that local government has largely
been left out of Park development and management.9 As a result, much time and
effort would be needed for capacity building and training – the Tanga approach
would suit Mafia District well, particularly for those villages outside of the existing
Park.
The following recommendations will assist MIMP in ensuring its, and Mafia
Island’s as a whole, financial sustainability:
1. MDC needs to improve their licensing and revenue collection mechanisms,
with a substantial portion of revenues from Fisheries being earmarked for
district marine management activities (e.g. establishment of a District MMA
Fund);
2 . Mafia Lodge needs to be privatized and the entry fees re-assessed in
conjunction with all hoteliers.
3 . External financing needs to be secured for capital investments, as selfgenerated revenues would most likely not be sufficient.
4. A precautionary fund needs to be created in case of sharp and sustained
decreases in tourism arrivals or marine economic activity.

9

It is important to distinguish between (i) the capacity to manage a Marine Park and (ii) the capacity
to manage marine resources. The lack of capacity of local governments and communities is often
discussed within the context of MPA management and often used as a justification for international
TA’s and large training and workshop budget lines. While much training is indeed needed at the
local level, the capacity to manage local natural resources often exists in some form already. What is
often needed is an increase in capability to effectively utilize that capacity (e.g. training in legal rights
regarding natural resources). Of course, much more training would be needed in order for local
people to fulfill reporting and management demands placed on them by external donors and formal
parks.
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MNAZI BAY – RUVUMA ESTUARY MARINE PARK
Background and Brief History
Evolution of the Park
In 1998/9 a series of discussions in Mtwara District led to the "Mtwara Declaration",
in which the District authorities at both governmental and civil society level agreed
to the creation of a Marine National Park in the Mnazi Bay area. This agreement
came from 17 villages (consisting of about 30,000 people), through ward and
Division level to the District. At District level it was approved by both District
Council and by the relevant authorities of government. An outer boundary was
agreed to. This agreement was then approved by the Region and then to the central
government where the Ministry put it to Parliament under the Marine Parks and
Reserves framework legislation. The Park was officially gazetted in 2000.
Local Economic Context
Mtwara District is amongst the poorest in Tanzania. These communities are
economically very poor, relying primarily on subsistence fishing and agriculture for
their survival. Per capita incomes are less than US$100 per annum. The facilities to
cater for organized tourism do not exist. Although Mtwara has an airport with
regular flights to Dar-es-Salaam, tourism is not yet a factor in the District economy.
However there are signs that this may change, with the recent development of a
small luxury hotel in Mikindani. Besides tourism, the national Government has
major plans to develop southern Tanzania by improving transport links and other
infrastructure. This is the proposed ‘Mtwara Development Corridor’, a collaborative
effort involving the Governments of Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania, with
strong Presidential level backing. The corridor is designed to promote investment in
infrastructure including transportation, industry and tourism. Trans-boundary
initiatives are to be prioritized. Several donors are reacting to calls for investment,
however, nothing has occurred on the ground as of yet. This development includes a
proposal to upgrade the power generation plant at Mtwara (the provision of reliable
power to Mtwara and other major towns is a vital economic development for this
poor region). One option under preliminary consideration is a gas-to-electricity
project utilizing natural gas resources in the vicinity of Mnazi Bay.
Key Features
The Project Development Objective (PDO) is to:
Enable local and government stakeholders to protect effectively
and utilize sustainably the marine biodiversity and resources of
Mnazi Bay and the Ruvuma Estuary.
This GEF Project provides the additional funding for the development of a multipurpose Marine Protected Area around the globally significant marine biodiversity
values of the Mnazi Bay and Ruvuma River estuary areas in southern Tanzania (668
km2). In keeping with Marine Park philosophy in Tanzania, the sustainable use of
marine resources by communities, as well as biodiversity conservation, is
emphasized. This is designed as 54-month project including an initial participatory
planning phase (30 months) followed by an implementation phase (24 months).
UNDP is the GEF Implementing Agency, IUCN EARO is the project implementing
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agency and the Marine Parks and Reserves Unit (MPRU) is the government focal
point.
Project Design and Phasing
Component A - Participatory Planning and Protected Area Conservation and
Management
•

Science for management

•

Awareness raising, knowledge sharing

•

Development and implementation of park management plans and
monitoring systems

•

Development of a Sustainable Financing Strategy

Component B – Sustainable Resource Use and Sustainable Livelihoods
•

Sustainable resources regimes

•

Pilot AIG activities

•

Enabling environment for above

Component C - Capacity Building
•

Park staff

•

Resource users

•

Local and national institutions

Component D – Project Monitoring and Evaluation.
•

Finance and monitoring systems in place

•

Strategic plans and annual work plans completed

•

M&E of project activities

•

Procurement and maintenance of project equipment

Phase I: Set-up Phase – 30 months in total (6 months for preparatory activities (e.g.
recruitment, office establishment, etc.). Park gazetted, GMP developed,
design of AIG activities, establishment of monitoring system, etc. IUCN
EARO takes the lead in implementation of this phase.
Phase II: Implementation Phase – 24 months in total. After a review of Phase I, this
phase will focus on implementing the GMP, AIG activities, M&E etc. Park
management takes a larger role, IUCN a smaller role in this phase. GOT has
committed to meeting all staffing costs except the TA from the beginning of
this phase.
Implementation Arrangements
Execution responsibility for this GEF project is vested in the Government of
Tanzania, via the Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism. The Marine Parks and
Reserves Unit, in the Fisheries Division is answerable to the Board of Trustees and
provides the Secretariat to the Ministry. The Ministry is responsible to UNDP for
ensuring adequate progress of this project.
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Government oversees Project Implementation and will set up a Project Steering
Committee to assist in such project oversight. Government, through the Ministry,
passes responsibility for actual project implementation to other Project
Implementing Organizations.
In the first instance, during the Set-Up Phase, implementation is contracted to an
International Partner, IUCN–EARO. Government as Executing Agency will approve
the contract mechanism developed by UNDP with IUCN-EARO. IUCN-EARO as
Implementing Agency will report to both UNDP and Government.
In the following Implementation Phase, arrangements will differ. As the newly
created MPA develops operational capacity, responsibility for implementation will
be entrusted to the MPA. UNDP will disburse funds for national activity to the MPA
through National Execution mechanisms. UNDP and Government will contract with
IUCN-EARO again to implement international tasks, including technical assistance,
training and procurement.
Details of the changeover will be developed during the Mid-Term Evaluation at the
end of the set-up phase.
The roles and responsibility of the key project institutions outlined in the GEF
Project Document are as follows:
• The Local Community is represented through the Village Councils. Each
Council comprises representatives of the village community (e.g., village leaders,
fishermen etc). The Council empowers a Liaison Committee to perform this
function on its behalf. In parallel with its interaction with the Councils the
Project will contact directly with community members as required on particular
issues.
• The Board of Trustees would appoint representatives from the Village Councils,
local businesses, local NGOs (e.g. Shirikisho), and District authorities, to form a
single Marine Parks Advisory Committee for Mnazi Bay. The Committee
would be consulted on major planning and management decisions and issues and
receives reports from the Warden. It would provide a forum for discussions
between the main stakeholder groups. Through the involvement of local
government authorities the Committee would work to ensure consistency
between the MPA and other District- and Region-wide planning activities.
• The Marine Parks and Reserves Unit is headed by a Manager based in Dar-esSalaam and is responsible for administering all Marine Parks and Reserves in
Tanzania. The Unit reports to the Board of Trustees.
• A Warden would be appointed by the Board of Trustees and the Marine Parks
Advisory Committee to oversee management of the Mnazi Bay Marine Park.
Other Park staff would include a Community Development Officer, Parks
Training and Awareness Officer, as well as Rangers and Supporting Positions.
• The Project Steering Committee will be established under the auspices of the
Board to oversee the implementation of the project. The Committee will be
include representatives of the Ministry and BOT, The Office of the Vice
President (Tanzania’s GEF Focal Point), UNDP, IUCN, District authorities, local
community representatives from the MPAC, the Village Advisory Committee,
the local Member of Parliament, and collaborating donor agencies. The Project
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Steering Committee will meet at least twice a year to review progress and
develop overall policy and strategy for the Project.
• The Project Team would be based at Mnazi Bay (within the Marine Park office).
Headed by an internationally recruited Technical Advisor (TA), the Project
Team would be responsible for supervision and conduct of project-funded
activities in the field during the Set-Up Phase. During the Implementation Phase
the focus will shift with the Warden heading the team and the TA providing
support and advice to the Warden and local Marine Park staff so that this unit
becomes capable of effective management of the MPA.
• IUCN is mandated by the Government to be the Project Implementing Agency
and would be contracted by UNDP. Detailed TOR for IUCN will be drawn up in
the Operational Project Document as a full MOU within the UNDP formats.
• The Minister of Natural Resources and Tourism as Executing Agency, is
ultimately responsible for government oversight of the project. The Ministry is
also responsible for submitting to Parliament the gazettement process for the
Marine Park, and for approval of the general Management Plan.
• UNDP, as the GEF Implementing Agency, would oversee implementation of
the project from the donor perspective.
Risks and Sustainability
According to the Project document, the Project will achieve sustainability by placing
a strong emphasis on building partnerships amongst its stakeholders, building
towards financial self-sufficiency, and providing long-term socioeconomic benefits
to the local communities that depend on the resources of the site. The following
inputs are required to ensure post-project sustainability of the management system at
Mnazi Bay:
a. Long-term community commitment including a willingness to collaborate on
management issues with the Marine Parks and Reserves Unit and relevant
District authorities. This goes with a strong commitment from MPA
management to work with local communities.
b. A well established and effective MPA administrative structure;
c. Lasting co-operation between the Marine Parks and Reserves Unit and other
government agencies; and
d. Sufficient finances (PA revenue or subvention) to meet post-project MPA
management costs.
The project will establish a self-reliant MPA management capability. The Board of
Trustees (BOT) will appoint and fund all Marine Parks and Reserves Unit staff for
the Mnazi Bay MPA. District authorities have also undertaken to support the MPA
through in-kind staff commitments. Through a Sustainable Financing Strategy the
Project will assist the Board to generate additional revenue to meet ongoing
operating costs. All revenues will be used solely for purposes related to
management of the MPA.
The project will minimize the costs of management inputs and external funding by
building local stakeholder support and utilizing local voluntary contributions to
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supplement work by paid staff. The Marine Parks and Reserves Unit and local
stakeholders will undertake collaborative management and monitoring programs.
The Board has undertaken responsibility for meeting the ongoing costs of managing
the MPA at the conclusion of the Project. In fact the Board assumes responsibility
for all MPA staff salaries at the start of the implementation phase. The GEF
intervention funds the incremental component of the project and builds on this
increasing core government contribution. Through the Sustainable Financing
Strategy the Project will be in a position to capture revenues from future
developments in the area.
Costs
Incremental Costs
The incremental costs as described in the GEF Project document are summarized
here and in the following table.
Issues hinge around three sets of problems and inputs.
• The government has declared its wish to create the Mnazi Bay Marine National
Park but has not got the adequate resources to do this in sufficient depth so as to
address global biodiversity values.
• There are ongoing government and bilateral support programs which directly or
indirectly support Mnazi Bay conservation status.
• Planning this GEF intervention has created considerable interest amongst
government and donors – resulting in commitments for direct funding
(government), commitments to work together in the conservation process (eg
RIPS), and expressions of interest pending gazettement and management plan
completion. Planning has taken place around a period of change in southern
Tanzania with the imminent construction of roads and the investment to be
associated with the cross-border Mtwara Corridor.
The baseline or business as usual scenario, is based on ongoing support to
sustainable fisheries and park development in general (US$110,000), further input to
sustainable livelihoods (US$50,000) from government sources. Additional bilateral
programs are assessed as US$360,000 in the Mnazi Bay area over the coming five
years. Further inputs of US$800,000 are expected from Mtwara Corridor investment
and EIA mitigation This gives a baseline of US$1,360,000.
The GEF Alternative builds on the expected baseline of US$1,360,000 by
providing for an extra US$2,209,224. Of this total it is expected that Direct Cofinancing10 would total US$713,800 and GEF would provide US$1,495,424. This is
some 44% of the total GEF alternative scenario.
Indirect co-financing is estimated at US$1,360,000 over the 4.5 year period. Direct
co-financing is estimated at US$710,800 of which US$313,800 is in place and
committed, and US$400,000 is expected after gazettement and management plan
approval.

10

None of these figures include the French funds (about US$600,000).
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Implement

Total GEF

Co-financing Total

Component A (staff 653,960
/ equip)

343,240

997,200

203,800

1,201,000

Component B

51,000

64,000

115,000

50,000

165,000

Component C

49,350

31,200

80,550

18,000

98,550

Component D*

177,074

125,600

302,674

42,000

344,674

Un-Allocated Co- finance

-

-

400,000

400,000

TOTAL

564,040

1,495,424

713,800

2,209,224

931,384

* This includes operational overheads for IUCN EARO of $64,800 but does not include the PDF B of
$120,000, or the US$600,000 committed by FFEM.

The tables above provide an overview of total costs for the life of the GEF-funded
project. The following charts provide annual costs, broken down into the same cost
categories as for MIMP, for Phases I (set-up) and II (implementation).
MB-REMP Annual Cost Breakdown
Phase I: US$530,000

Personnel & Consultants
Community Development

26%
41%

Workshops, Training & Travel
Costs
Office Running Costs

5%

Field Running Costs

10%
12%

6%
Capital Costs

MB-REMP Annual Cost Breakdown
Phase II: US$515,000
Personnel & Consultants
11%
Community Development

8%
44%

9%

Workshops, Training & Travel
Costs
Office Running Costs
Field Running Costs

15%
13%

Capital Costs
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Funding Sources and Mechanisms
During Phase I, roughly 93 percent of the US$530,000 required annually is
provided by external donors. However, the Government of Tanzania has committed
to meet the costs of Park staff in from year 3 of the Project, and to meet all
operating costs of the Park upon completion of the Project (planned for end 2006).

MB-REMP Annual Revenues by Source of Funds
Phase I: US$530,000
2%
2%

1%

2%
GEF
FFEM

23%

IUCN
Got
70%

MtDC
MB-REMP

STATEMENT OF COMMITMENT FROM MARINE PARKS BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Reference BT/MPR/D.40/1/20/36

29 October 1999

 Provide in kind assistance through the staff of the Marine Parks and Reserves
Unit to ensure the project's conformity with the Requirements of the Act in
developing and managing the Marine Park.
 Appoint and meet the salary and other expenses of the Marine Park staff
including the warden, Enforcement Officer, Socio-economic Officer, Parks
Awareness Officer and other supporting staff; and
 Assume full responsibility for meeting all the ongoing costs of managing the
Marine Park at the conclusion of the Project.
10-Year Projections of Costs and Revenues
Based on current funding information and given a number of realistic assumptions
(provided below), the costs and revenues for MB-REMP can be projected through
2012.
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MB-REMP Annual Cost Projections
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Assumptions:
•

GEF and FFEM funding continues as planned, ending end of 2006.

•

At end of 2006 when GEF and FFEM contributions are scheduled to end, costs would decrease
as follows (with assumptions):
o

Personnel and Consultants: 50% decrease (no international TA)

o

Community Development 50% decrease (unlikely to be priority without donor support)

o

Workshops, Training and Travel: 50% decrease (should be less need)

o

Office Running Costs: remain level (Park HQ will still operate)

o

Field Running Costs: 50% decrease (fewer programs)

o

Capital Investment: remain at Phase II levels, with spike to Phase I level in 2009 for
replacement/major maintenance (all costs for large capital items e.g. vehicles, boats,
engines, etc. cannot be spread over time easily; more likely for large purchases to occur
in one or two years, based on depreciation rates of equipment and facilities)

•

Self-generated revenues from entry and user fees grow 15 percent annually (by 2012, this would
mean the Park would be collecting just over US$12,000 annually, assuming Park is collecting
US$5,000 in 2003).

•

No concessions are given for oil or natural gas exploration or exploitation.

•

Government contributions fulfill stated commitments and remain constant.

•

Mtwara District Council contributions remain constant.

As the above graphic shows, MB-REMP will experience severe revenue shortages
once donor funding tapers off at the end of 2006, based on current commitments.
Unlike, MIMP, tourism revenues cannot be expected to cover substantial
percentages of operating costs. As a result, financial resources will be required from
elsewhere assuming no major oil or gas concessions are extended to the private
sector.
Key Issues Regarding Sustainable Financing
In the short-term, the Mnazi Bay Marine Park has sufficient funding due primarily to
the GEF-funded project and government’s stated commitment to pay for selected
Marine Park staff. However, a few issues regarding the medium and long-term
financial sustainability of the Marine Park deserve further attention.
Government’s Financial Commitments
In year three of the project (end 2004), the Board of Trustees on behalf of
government has committed to provide funding for all Marine park staff (except the
international TA) which will amount to roughly US$75,000 per year if staffing
levels evolve as predicted in the project document. Given that total current funding
for Marine Park Staff in Mafia is US$35,000 per year, the government’s total
commitment to Marine Park staff will almost triple in 2005.
In addition, government has committed to fully meet the ongoing costs of managing
the Park at the conclusion of the Project. This commitment could cost the
government roughly US$140,000 per year beginning in 2007, and almost
US$200,000 in 2010 for capital replacement and/or major maintenance. It is
important to emphasize that these projections assume that annual costs for park
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operations will be half of the levels during the project (due to termination of onetime start-up costs, TA costs, etc.). As a result, these are conservative estimates and
may end up being much higher in reality.
Local Revenue Generation
It is too early to determine the extent to which the Mnazi Bay Park will be able to
generate revenue locally. Currently, tourism is minimal and not likely to increase in
the medium-term due to poor infrastructure, lack of marketing and cheaper
substitutes. The potential for granting concessions for oil and/or gas exploration
may exist but cannot be counted on at this point in time. Further, the local revenue
collection system for fishing licenses and taxes on marine products has not been
studied in detail, but if one assumes that the situation is similar to that of Tanga, it is
most likely not contributing to coastal or marine management in any significant way
at the present time. In sum, there is very little revenue the Park can generate itself
in the short-term. In the long-term, the best prospect lies with improving revenue
collection from the local fisheries industry, as increases in tourism growth or
concession revenues from oil or gas exploitation are not guaranteed.
Extent of Local Government Engagement in Park
The extent to which the local government is involved in, and receives benefits from
(either real or perceived) will largely determine how effective the Park will be in
generating revenue locally. Whereas the MPRU has the legal mandate to collect
entry and user fees within the Park, it is the local government that is legally
mandated to issue fishing licenses and collect taxes on marine products. Given (i)
current low levels of tourist arrivals slow growth projections for the medium- and
long-term; and (ii) the uncertainty of concessions for oil exploitation, it will be the
local government who is in the best position to generate, and retain, revenue locally.
Potential for spreading Project activities too thin
The Mnazi Bay Park encompasses more than 30,000 people, 50 percent more than in
Mafia Island Marine Park. Establishing and managing a new Marine Park is a large
task in itself without even considering the community development activities
programmed under the project.
Recommendations
In the short-term, park staff should work with local authorities to develop a
comprehensive and workable licensing and taxation system for marine and coastal
activities and establish a District Marine Management Area (MMA) Fund to retain
at least a portion of those revenues. The licensing and taxation system should not be
limited to the Park area, nor should the activities financed out of the MMA Fund be
limited to Park boundaries.
In the medium-term, Park staff, in close collaboration with central and local
government and the private sector, should proactively pursue opportunities in
developing responsible tourism products, services and infrastructure and oil or gas
exploration and exploitation. If a consistent revenue base sufficient to cover core
operating costs is established from the licensing and taxation system, increased
tourism or mineral revenues can help finance larger, more capital intensive,
investments e.g. equipment, infrastructure, etc.
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Without increased revenues from tourism or mineral exploitation, alternative
external financing will be needed for capital investments over the long-term in order
for government to meet its financial commitments.
Key to Mnazi Bay Park’s long-term financial sustainability is the inclusion and
meaningful participation of local government in cost and benefit sharing. This will
require a substantial transfer of autonomy and power to local government and
communities and continued support, both technically and financially, from central
government.
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MARINE RESERVES11
Background and Brief History
Tanzania has gazetted five Marine Reserves, four of them in the Dar es Salaam area
and one off the coast of Pangani District. The four Dar Reserves (Bongoyo,
Mbudya, Pangavini and Fungu Yasini) were established in 1975 on paper but little
management of the islands occurred until the MPRU began operations in 1996.
Maziwi Marine Reserve was gazetted in 1981 but due to its location has not received
significant attention since then. In total, the Reserves protect just under 30km2.
The Reserves were established in response to pressures from developers and mining
companies. The ecological justification of establishing these reserves as no-take
zones is unknown (save the theory that due to their proximity to a poor urban area,
the reefs would be destroyed over time). Pangavini is considered locally to be an
important bird sanctuary, though scientific evidence is lacking.
Key Features
All Marine Reserves in Tanzania are no-take zones for fishing and other extractive
activities; however, tourism activities are permitted.
Private operators have been ferrying tourists to and from the islands since the late
1980’s. The private operators (e.g. Slipway and northern hotels) have assisted local
people to establish food and beverage services on two of the islands (Mbudya and
Bongoyo), while Pangavini remains relatively untouched by human influence due to
its rocky shoreline.
The MPRU has agreed to allow the local people to continue their vending services
on the islands, has provided them with training and has made them honorary
wardens (in April, the honorary wardens on Mbudya assisted the MPRU and police
in apprehending dynamite fishermen). The locals seem grateful to be allowed to
stay and conduct their businesses.
Currently, the two main Reserves, Bongoyo and Mbudya, receive significant visitor
arrivals, particularly on weekends due to their white, clean sandy beaches and close
proximity to the urban and tourist areas of Dar es Salaam. The MPRU has erected
signboards, built basic latrines and cut trails on Bongoyo to facilitate day tourism.
Visitors pay US$10 for the day ($5 for transport, $5 for Reserve entry fee). A
MPRU staff member is present on the islands every day to ensure compliance with
entry fee requirements.
Maziwi Reserve in Pangani District also supports tourism activities, albeit on a
much smaller scale. A few beach hotels in Ushongo, some 12 km south of Pangani
town, take guests to the Reserve for snorkeling trips and collect the Reserve entry
fees on behalf of the MPRU. The MPRU has also designated one District Fisheries
Officer as Honorary Warden in an effort to establish a presence closer to the site
(Maziwi is prohibitively far from Dar es Salaam for any routine patrols or
supervision).

11
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Costs
The MPRU operates one boat a few times per month to patrol the Dar Reserves, in
addition to paying for one person to staff the information hut on Bongoyo Island.
The MPRU has also invested small amounts of money in cutting trails and erecting
signs on Bongoyo and Mbudya.
The MPRU provides roughly US2,000 per year to Pangani District for managing the
Maziwi Reserve, used primarily for allowances for the Honorary Warden.
Funding Sources and Mechanisms
Revenues from entry fees total US$xx,xxx per year. The MPRU is not currently
charging the canteen operators a concession fee even though such a fee is stipulated
in the MPR Act (this is a political decision to assist local entrepreneurs and gain
their support as Honorary Wardens).
ICRAN is providing funding for various activities in the Dar Reserves, including the
development of a cluster General Management Plan and the purchase of a few small
boats for patrols.
Key Issues Regarding Sustainable Financing
Consistent Application of the Law
The MPRU is not being consistent when it comes to charging concession fees for
private sector activities within the Reserves. Local community members operating
canteens on the islands do not pay concession fees as stipulated in the legislation.
While the political and even economic justification of this may indeed be sound,
arbitrary enforcement of the law can only lead to misunderstandings and problems in
the future. The MPRU needs to formalize their relationship with the private sector
entities operating in the Reserves, either by applying the law as written or entering
into a contract exempting certain persons from concession fees in exchange for
services provided as Honorary Wardens, for example.
Strong Investor Interest
The MPRU has received numerous proposals to develop the islands (with varying
levels of feasibility) from potential investors. To date, at least one EIA has been
conducted for one of the proposals, though the proponent was a member of the
Board of Trustees at the time and the consultant who conducted the EIA study is an
employee of NEMC EIA Unit, allowing for multiple conflict of interest problems.
A Strategic EIA needs to be conducted for the Dar Reserves as a whole to determine
their ecological significance and ability to accommodate various types of
development.
Recommendations
Dar Reserves
The Reserves are most likely generating enough revenue to sustain themselves,
particularly given the active participation of the honorary wardens. Entry and user
fees are adequate to finance weekly patrols as well as staff on the islands. Over
time, small investments could be made in tourism infrastructure to enhance visitor
experience and enable higher fees to be charged. It is doubtful, however, that
government-led tourism development will maximize the Reserves’ utility.
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When taken in context of a system of marine management areas, one or two of these
islands could be ‘sacrificed’ to help finance, at least in part, the rest of the system.
Due to the fact that the ecological significance of the Reserves is largely unknown
but unlikely to be globally or even locally significant, there is scope to consider a
wide range of management options, including those that allow development on the
islands.
Assuming that Bongoyo and Mbudya are not significantly different ecologically
than Pangavini, a strong argument can be made to give the private sector
concessions to develop and manage those two islands (keeping Pangavini as a notake zone and bird sanctuary, and as a representative sample of biodiversity). With
EIA regulations in place and enforced, a wide range of development could be
considered for the islands, including hotels, shopping centers, marinas, residential
areas, nature trails, casinos, etc.
One crucial issue to be sorted out is the extent to which control over the islands is
shared between the central government and the Kinondoni Municipality, particularly
when it comes to granting concessions. The exact revenue-sharing relationship
would need to be negotiated, but a portion of the revenue from the concession
should go to local government, a portion to the supervision of the concession (e.g.
spot checks), and a portion to a national system of marine management areas.
In short, the DSM Reserves are most likely financially sustainable given existing
entry fees and visitation levels. However, if part of a system, private sector
concessions for one or two of the islands could significantly meet the financing
requirements of other components of that system.
Maziwi Marine Reserve
Options for transferring ‘ownership’ of the Reserve to the local communities need to
be explored, particularly how the Reserve can be incorporated into the Management
Area established under the Tanga Program.
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TANGA COASTAL ZONE CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
Background and Brief History
The Tanga Coastal Zone Conservation and Development Program (the Tanga
Program, for short), an integrated coastal management program, was established in
1994 to ensure the sustainable use of coastal marine resources in the three coastal
districts (Tanga Municipality, Muheza and Pangani Districts) of the Tanga Region.
Tanga Coastal Zone focuses primarily on fisheries management since fishing is one
of the primary uses of marine resources in the region. The Tanga Region extends
roughly 150 kilometers (407 km including bays and estuaries) south from the
Kenyan border and supports a number of diverse habitats, including coral reefs,
mangrove forests, sea grass beds and coastal forests. The majority of the (coastal)
human population of roughly 400,000 live in Tanga town (243,000) with the rest
spread out over 48 villages along the coast.
Program activities were initially carried out through the Tanga Regional
Government, but since the Local Government Reform Program was initiated in
1996, the Program has been implemented at the District level. Financial support has
been provided by Ireland Aid, with technical assistance from IUCN through its East
Africa Regional Office (IUCN EARO). The Program has been implemented in
Phases:
Phase 1: 1994 – 1997
Phase 2: 1998 – 2000
Phase 3: 2001 – 2003 (end of calendar year, but no-cost extension of 6 months
likely)
Phase 4: currently being discussed with Ireland Aid – will most likely be
US$1 million over three years and focus on exit strategies, including
sustainable financing of program-supported activities.
Key Features
Collaborative Fisheries Management Plans
The Program has taken an adaptive management approach to sustainable coastal
resource use since inception which has resulted in some fairly major shifts in
implementation over the years (see Box below for details). Currently, there are 6
management plans in place covering the entire 150 km of coastline (and on average
5 km into the sea, making the total marine area under management roughly 750
km2).
Each Management Plan contains the following sections:
a. The area to be managed and the stakeholders12
b. The principles to be used in guiding management decisions
12

Each management area comprises the ‘home’ fishing grounds that are shared by a group of
stakeholders, which normally include communities dependant on the resources, private sector
interests (fish and octopus processors), seaweed farmers, tourist companies and government agencies
(District Fisheries Department, Regional Natural Resources Office, Marine Parks and Reserves Unit,
etc.)
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c. Basic log-frame (including indicators and assumptions)
d. Action Plan
e. Regulations and Penalties
f. Monitoring and Evaluation Plan
g. Institutions involved and their roles and responsibilities
The Plans are valid for 5 years and are reviewed (and modified as required) every
two years. The approval process is as follows:
1. Central Coordinating Committee (CCC) drafts plan
2. Each village government approves plan
3. CCC forwards plan to Ward Development Committee (WDC)
4. WDC approves and forwards to District Council(s)13
5. District Councils approve and forward to Fisheries Division, MNRT
6. Once Director of Fisheries approves, plan (particularly closed reefs) are
appended to the Fisheries Act.
The Program has found that getting approval from central government takes too
much time and therefore starts implementing the plans once approved by the District
Councils.14
Reef Closures
At the beginning of the program, the concept of reef closures was met with some
skepticism. Communities eventually agreed to close a few reefs for one year on a
trial basis (Program staff agreed in order to get things moving even though they
knew that more time would be needed to see the benefits). The communities did not
select the best reefs for closure, but rather chose a few ‘mediocre’ reefs that no one
was really fishing. After one year, coral cover had improved slightly and
communities agreed to extend the closures for a few more years. Now, the reefs that
have been closed for over four years are in much better condition than the open reefs
(including the reefs previously in the best condition).
One important note: the nature of the program (e.g. promoting local ownership of
resources) means that closed reefs can be opened at a later point in time if agreed to
by the CCC (and included in the Management Plan). While this most likely would
not pose any real problems from a sustainable utilization point of view (assuming
that other reefs are then closed), it does have implications for ‘globally significant’
ecosystems or areas with high biodiversity – are we comfortable leaving these
decisions up to local communities? It basically boils down to finding a balance
between local needs and global priorities and finding mechanisms for the global to
pay the local to preserve the biodiversity.

13 One plan crosses district lines.
14 A one-year plan for reef closures was formally appended to the Fisheries Act after the year had
already passed.
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Community Reef Monitoring
Communities conduct the environmental monitoring themselves and report to the
regional program office where a database is maintained. A spot-check was
conducted by the Institute of Marine Sciences (IMS) in Zanzibar where the results of
community monitoring were verified as accurate. Not only is this method less costly
than other ‘expert’ methods, it allows local fishermen to see for themselves the
changes in reef cover and fisheries over time, and therefore the benefits of fisheries
management through reef closures.
Enforcement
Enforcement of the management areas is done by two different methods. First, a
group of fishermen patrol their own management area (each management area has a
small boat and is allocated roughly US$200 per month for fuel). Second, a joint
patrol is undertaken twice monthly by the program in collaboration with the Navy,
the Marine Police, Local government authorities and local fishermen. Dynamite
fishing, illegal fishing gears, unregistered vessels and fishing on closed reefs are the
primary targets of enforcement.
Activities embedded into District and Village government structures and processes
The Program has made it a priority to work through existing local government
structures and processes. A recent mid-term evaluation identified only one
‘institution’ created by the program that is not institutionalized in local government,
namely the Central Coordination Committees for the MAs. As the CCCs are the
cornerstone of the Program, much time and energy is being spent on figuring out
how these groups can become legally and institutionally formalized. The current
thinking is to transform the CCC into a formal sub-committee of the standing
Environment and Land Committee (there are three formal, standing Committees in
all local governments). Questions as to how these sub-committees could generate
funds (through earmarking of fisheries revenue and/or donations or external
contributions) for management activities is being taken up with the legal counsel and
treasury department of Tanga Municipality (precedents exist including Road Fund
account and Basket Health account).
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Figure 10: The Road to Collaborative Fisheries Management
Stage 1: Pilot village action planning.
When the Tanga program began in 1994, the Tanzania government was still very centralized in
planning and operation. The Tanga program made a strategic decision early on to go to villages first
and work directly at the level of the people, places and local problems. In Stage 1 three villages were
selected in three coastal districts of the Tanga region, Pangani, Muheza, and Tanga Municipality. By
selecting pilot villages in different coastal Districts, the program began to experiment with and lay the
groundwork for decentralized coastal management.
But there were weaknesses that eventually led the program to revise their strategy and initiate a
second stage of action planning. The primary weakness was that the village action plans were
inadequate for fully addressing marine ecosystem issues (such as reduced fish catch and dynamite
fishing) shared across more than one village.
Stage 2: Fisheries management plans with pilot village plus neighboring villages.
In the second stage of action planning, fisheries management plans involving more than one village
were formulated and implemented. Thus, there was a greater focus on issues of shared resource use
and marine resources. In 1996, collaborative fisheries management plans were formulated for two of
the three pilot villages, Kigombe and Kipumbwi, whose village Committees agreed to try out the new
type of action planning. The two pilot villages lead the process of plan formulation in consultation
with neighboring villages. In retrospect, a key flaw of the strategy was pilot village and neighboring
village expectations of partnering and ownership of the plan. Neighboring villages did not become
partners in the planning process until after the objectives were formulated and tension developed
between the pilot villages and their neighbors because the pilot villages (particularly Kigombe) felt
that they owned the plan and had the right to make changes to the plan (i.e. opening a closed reef)
despite opposition from neighboring villages.
Stage 3. Collaborative fisheries management plans with nested village action plans.
In this stage, which is ongoing, all villages that share a specific fishing area are equal partners in
developing, implementing, monitoring, and evaluating the fisheries management plan. Twenty- eight
of 42 coastal villages in the Tanga Region are now involved in stage three collaborative fishery
management plans. This includes all villages south of Tanga town and covers about 85 percent of the
coastline north of Tanga town and south of the Kenyan border.
Each participating village elects a Village Environmental Committee responsible for developing a
plan for fisheries management in their village. The village Committees feed into a Co-ordinating
Committee, comprised of representatives from all villages. The Co-ordinating Committee is
responsible for formulating a management plan approved by all villages, including actions, and
common rules and penalties. The Co-ordinating Committee is also responsible for resolving intervillage disputes and proposing by-laws to complement the implementation of the management plan.
After the plan is approved by all villages and adopted by the Co-ordinating committee, the Village
Environmental Committees are responsible for implementing village-based actions while the Coordinating Committee is responsible for overseeing overall plan implementation and monitoring. In
Stage 3 Committees are appointed by government. This gives the Committee more formal standing to
proceed with agreements. A key factor for success of collaborative management plans is skilled
facilitation of issue analysis across villages on shared resource problems. Avoiding heterogeneous
village plans requires much “legwork” to develop consensus on problems and solutions.
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Costs
The annual cost breakdown of the Tanga Program is provided below, using the same
cost categories as for the Marine Parks. As the Tanga Program is designed quite
differently from the projects establishing the Parks, it is quite difficult to ensure
comparability; however, the following is a realistic estimate.
Tanga Program - Annual Cost Breakdown
Total US$395,000

Personnel & Consultants
14%
Community Development
36%

Workshops, Training &
Travel
Office Running Costs

28%
0%
12%

10%

Field Running Costs
Capital Costs

Funding Sources and Mechanisms
Sources of Funds (per year for Phase 3)
Source

Amount
(US$)

Comments

Ireland Aid

370,000

Covers operating costs and development
activities; includes costs of 1 international TA

Tanga Municipality

7,000

Committed to provide cash equal to 15% of
total program funding ($55,000 in 2003)

Muheza District

5,000

Committed to provide cash equal to 10% of
total program funding ($57,000 in 2003);
usually in-kind

Pangani District

3,500

Committed to provide cash equal to 6% of
total program funding ($61,000 in 2003);
usually in-kind

Fisheries Division

6,000

For enforcement patrols against dynamiting

MPRU

2,700

Provided to Pangani District for enforcement
of Maziwi Marine Reserve

n/a

In-kind contributions of time, labor and
materials

District Governments

Central Government

Local Communities
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Tanga Program - Annual Revenues by Sources of Funds
Total US$395,000

4%
2%
IrishAid/IUCN
GoT
Districts

94%

Flow of Funds
Funds are transferred from Ireland Aid to IUCN EARO offices in Nairobi and then
on to Tanga Coastal Zone Account in Tanga. Districts are supposed to transfer cash
into the Program account (as their counterpart contributions), but this has not been
happening since Districts are providing contributions in-kind. District Coordinators
(usually District Natural Resources Officer) request funds from the Program
quarterly – money is then transferred to the District account established for the
Program.
10-Year Projections of Costs and Revenues
Based on current funding information and given a number of realistic assumptions
(provided below), the costs and revenues for MB-REMP can be projected through
2012.
Tanga Program - Projected Annual Costs
$450,000
$400,000
$350,000

Capital Costs

US$

$300,000

Field Running Costs

$250,000

Office Running Costs

$200,000

Workshops, Training & Travel
Community Development

$150,000

Personnel & Consultants

$100,000
$50,000
$0
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Year
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Tanga Program - Projected Revenues by Source
$450,000
$400,000
$350,000
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Tanga Program - Projected Costs and Revenues
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Assumptions:
•

IrishAid/IUCN extends Project for three years (2004 – 2006) at similar levels of funding.

•

At end of 2006 when WWF and NORAD contributions are scheduled to end, costs would
decrease as follows (with assumptions):
o

Personnel and Consultants: 80% decrease (no international TA, and most staff are
already regional or district officers)

o

Community Development: remains at zero

o

Workshops, Training and Travel: 50% decrease (should be less need)

o

Office Running Costs: 80% decrease (regional Program office will be streamlined and
incorporated into government; local offices within District Council)

o

Field Running Costs: constant (represents core Management Area activities which
would continue)

o

Capital Investment: constant, with 100% increase in 2009 for replacement/major
maintenance (all costs for large capital items e.g. vehicles, boats, engines, etc. cannot be
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spread over time easily; more likely for large purchases to occur in one or two years,
based on depreciation rates of equipment and facilities)
•

Government contributions remain constant.

•

District Councils contributions remain constant (assumes no increases in revenue collection).

The projected revenue shortfalls are severe indeed for the Tanga Program given
current government and donor commitments. In anticipation of this situation, the
Tanga Program is spending a significant amount of time and resources in developing
self-generating mechanisms, whereby core operating costs of the Management Areas
could be met locally. So, while future revenues sources are far from certain, much
work is being done to ensure the continuation of core program activities, at the very
least.
Key Issues Regarding Sustainable Financing
Potential Revenue Sources for managing MAs
The Tanga Program commissioned a consultant study to address the issue of poor
revenue collection from fisheries by local government. It is estimated that no more
than 25% of potential revenues are currently being collected, with some estimates as
low as 5%. Tanga Municipality collected TZS16.7 million in calendar year 2002
(representing about 40% of expected revenue for the year). Depending on which
estimates are correct, Tanga Municipality could potentially collect anywhere from
TZS 66.8 million (based on current collection rate of 25%) to TZS 334 million
(based on current collection rate of 5%) each year. Assuming each MA costs
roughly TZS35 million to operate per year, Tanga Municipality could sustainably
manage both its MAs solely from revenue collected from the fisheries sector.
In order to identify methods of improving revenue collection, the Program is
currently designing a pilot initiative that will test a permit system (Tanga
Municipality tried to privatize collection a few years ago, but allegations of
corruption caused this to fail – this idea is not dead, however). The Program will
most likely test a permit system in Pangani district due to its manageable size. It is
interesting to note that The Fisheries Act gives the legal authority to local
government to collect revenues from fisheries products (central government collects
export duties and fees from vessels over 11m in length). How local governments
collect these revenues is up to them, so there is scope to test different modalities of
collection.
Local Ownership within a National Network of mpa’s
It appears that local communities feel strong ownership over the management plans
and would strongly resist any release of that ownership to any central government
agency.
Potential over-exploitation of marine products
The owner of Sea Products, Ltd., expressed concern that certain products,
particularly octopi, are in danger of being over-exploited due to lack of any
regulation of the industry. His company processes 30 – 40 tons of octopi per month
(installed capacity is 100 tons per month) currently, but he has noticed that sizes of
octopi are decreasing fairly rapidly. He attributes this trend to the total lack of
quotas or regulations – his permit says nothing about quantity or catch size (he pays
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a flat rate of about TZS 45-50 million per year for the license). He expressed
concern that other unlicensed persons and companies take advantage of periods of
high world market prices for octopus and buy up everything they can until they can
fill a container. He would like to see some kind of quota or permit system put in
place, as well as a monitoring and enforcement program, to ensure the sustainable
supply of raw materials for his business. One of his main competitors is Tanpesca,
who processes marine products in Mafia – now, this Tanga-based company has
started buying from the Mafia area. He would also like to see the sea zoned and
highest bidders given exclusive rights to each zone to minimize over-exploitation
and transaction costs.
He noted that middlemen, or suppliers, are the key to success of his business. He
provides them with some gear and capital, they identify the best fishermen/villages,
and provide him with his raw products. They have developed strong relationships
with the fishermen, providing soft loans in times of emergency or gear if necessary
– in return, the fishermen only sell to him. Middlemen are from the fishing villages
which gives them an added advantage compared to outsiders. That being said,
middlemen will sell to the highest bidder. Local fishermen have the means to
purchase their own equipment, including storage facilities and bicycles to transport
their catch, but they do not appear to be willing to accept the risks of working for
themselves or simply are not interested in changing the existing system. As it now
stands, the middlemen take all the risks – he pays the fishermen TZS 1000 per kilo
and sells to the company at TZS1500 per kilo. After subtracting operating and
transport costs, he may end up with a profit of TZS 150 per kilo on average. If
fishermen do not produce or sell to another middlemen, all his investment in gear
and loans is lost and he will be out of business.
Recommendations
As with the Marine Parks, financial health is assured in the short-term due to donor
involvement. The key to the medium- and long-term sustainability of the Tanga
Program (e.g. Management Areas) is the ability of local governments to collect
enough revenue from the fisheries sector. Close attention should be paid to the pilot
quota or permit system in Pangani as one low-cost method to increase revenues. At
the same time, the legal and institutional issues with regard to earmarking those
revenues for MA operations require attention as well.
Additional funding for capital replacement or investment would be needed. A
national fund could meet this need, as well as provide technical advice as needed
and requested.
By the end of the donor-supported Program, District officials and community
members should have enough technical and administrative skill to be able to
continue MA management with limited external technical assistance (perhaps
monthly or quarterly visits from a national TA would suffice).
The Tanga approach will work in other areas of the coast in Tanzania. Its emphasis
on local government control and community ownership of their resources is timely.
The approach is relatively inexpensive and can include large areas under
management plans.
Two things would need to be added to the program is replicated elsewhere:
1. Income generating activities
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2 . Mechanisms to ensure permanent protection of critical ecosystems/reefs
(under current program, communities can decide to open closed reefs at any
time).
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A COMPOSITE PICTURE
Aggregating the data for the individual sites would give the following picture for the
current year:
TZ Composite - Annual Cost Breakdowns
Total US$1,416,270

Personnel & Consultants

19%

Community Development
37%
Workshops, Training &
Travel
Office Running Costs

17%

Field Running Costs
6%

11%

Capital Costs

10%

TZ Composite - Source of Funds
Total US$1,437,600

2%

5%

6%
External Donor
GoT
Local Government
Self-generated

87%

Currently, 87 percent of the US$1.4 million financing these three mpa’s is being
provided by external donors. As all current donor-funded projects are scheduled to
close at the end of 2006, the medium- to long-term picture is as follows (assuming
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no new mpa’s are established and additional donor support is not sought and
secured):
TZ Composite - Projected Annual Costs
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TZ Composite - Projected Revenues by Source of Funds
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Based on its current financial contributions (to MIMP and MB-REMP) and future
commitments (to MB-REMP), the GoT will need to provide almost US$200,000 per
year. However, this amount, in conjunction with self-generated revenues and local
government contributions, will fall well short of meeting the projected costs:
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TZ Composite - Projected Costs and Revenues
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As the graphic above illustrates, projected revenues would cover roughly one-third
of projected costs, assuming the status quo. There is a clear need to develop a
comprehensive financing strategy, one that (i) minimizes costs (both operating costs
of current mpa’s and start-up costs of new mpa’s) and (ii) secures steady streams of
revenue (again, for sustaining existing mpa’s and establishing new ones).
The final section of this chapter provides recommendations on how best to attain the
financial sustainability of mpa’s in mainland Tanzania.
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EXISTING MPA’S
Opportunities for Reducing Costs
While cost minimization is most likely not an urgent issue over the short-term due to
guaranteed donor funding, it represents a key component of a long-term financing
strategy. The following are potential measures that could reduce the costs of
individual mpa’s over time:
•

Each mpa, except the Reserves, has its own international Technical Advisor
(the Tanga Program had four when it started operations in 1994). While the
value added of these TA’s can be debated, they are an easy target from a cost
minimization point of view. Roughly US$90,000 per year per mpa could be
saved if international TA’s were not employed. Options for sharing TA
services across mpa’s should be investigated.

•

Incorporate project activities into local government processes and institutions
can also result in cost savings for mpa projects. The Tanga Program has
established one regional office but works through the three district council
offices. The result is that office running costs will be minimal once the
donor-supported program ends and the regional office too is incorporated
into the regional, or municipal, government. Conversely, in Mafia, the
MIMP management and staff are totally separate from the district council
offices, meaning that funds had to used for the construction of new office
buildings and infrastructure. Compounding this issue in Mafia is the fact
that the WWF project also has a separate office with its own equipment
within 500 meters of the MIMP HQ offices. Working through local
government, in addition to co-management and ownership benefits, can also
result in significant cost savings.

•

The Marine Parks projects include community development activities as key
components of their approach. The need for alternative income generating
activities and improved access to training and capital is not up for debate
here; however, whether mpa projects are the best vehicles for community
development is certainly debatable. The Tanga Program experimented with
AIG activities but discontinued them, much to the dismay of the
beneficiaries, because those activities were spreading the program’s
resources too thin. Experience from Mafia shows that one of the biggest
constraints the Park is facing is the low capability of local government in
providing basic social services, such as health care, education, etc. Funds
meant for the establishment of the Park are then diverted to try and meet
some of these needs for Park residents. The result is that neither the
conservation goals nor the community development goals are being fully
achieved. One option, and recommended by the external Mid Term Review
Team, is to identify partners that will help local government meet those
needs, freeing up MIMP resources to focus on park management. Another
option, though perhaps not applicable in Mafia due to the heavy investments
already made in the Park, is to make the local provision of basic services a
precondition for the establishment of any new Park or Reserve. In short,
meeting basic needs of the coastal population should come first, followed by
the establishment of protected areas if necessary. Of course, good arguments
can be made for the protection of endangered species and globally significant
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biodiversity hotspots without addressing poverty issues at the local level, but
even those activities would benefit from being developed within a larger,
integrated development context.
•

The transaction costs of managing different sources and channels of funding
can also be reduced, not only saving time and money, but also increasing
transparency. In Mafia, MIMP staff spends a great deal of time writing and
revising proposals and reports to satisfy donor requirements, sometimes for
very small sums of money (e.g. US$40,000 per year). Streamlining
reporting channels between the individual mpa’s, government and donors
would result in cost and time savings, not to mention improved planning and
management ability due to transparent and comprehensive accounting and
reporting.

Opportunities for Increasing Revenues
The potential for increasing revenues for marine management certainly exists. Each
of the three primary revenue sources are discussed in turn:
•

Government. There is little potential for government to increase its
contributions beyond levels it has already committed to for MIMP and MBREMP. Starting in 2007, the central government will need to contribute
more than US$100,000 to those two Parks alone (more than double its
current contribution). Even with limited potential for increasing levels of
contribution, government should work to ensure a consistent and transparent
supply of the resources it has committed to contributing. This will help
minimize the uncertainty currently facing park management and donors with
regard to inconsistent provision of government funds. Another key issue for
government to clarify is the whether the funding provided to Marine Parks is
subtracted from the funding that would normally go to district government
for fisheries management. This issue is particularly important for Mtwara
District as their resources for non-Park activities could be depleted (as is
already the case in Mafia District).

•

External donors. The existing mpa’s are effectively guaranteed donor
funding through 2006, with extensions beyond that from those donors
unlikely. Of course, it is always possible, but not necessarily preferable, for
government to secure additional external financing to support these mpa’s;
however, future funding should focus on an integrated poverty alleviation
program, of which marine protection and/or management could be one of
many mechanisms. In the longer-term, donor financing will most likely be
needed to replace or maintain capital investments in the existing mpa’s (as
depicted in the 10-yeat projections for each individual mpa).

•

Self-generation of Revenues. There is great potential for strengthening
existing, and developing new, revenue-generating activities, particularly for
MIMP and the Management Areas established by the Tanga Program. The
pilot licensing activities supported by the Tanga Program in Pangani could
lead the way for local governments all along the coast to generate enough
revenues to meet the operating costs of locally-managed Marine
Management Areas. However, due to the current management structure of
the Marine Parks, these revenues would not be available for Park activities
but could be used for marine management outside Park boundaries. For
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areas with high tourism potential such as Dar es Salaam, Mafia and Kilwa,
entry and user fees can also contribute to marine management activities. For
the Dar Reserves, the granting of private sector concessions could also
generate significant revenues. MB-REMP could also benefit from
concessions for oil or gas exploitation in the medium- to long-term.
Outlook for the Future
All the existing mpa’s discussed in the preceding section enjoy financial stability for
the short-term due to external financing and/or self-generated revenues. The outlook
for the medium- to long-term looks promising as well, particularly for MIMP due to
their ability to capture tourism revenues. The Management Areas developed under
the Tanga Program may also be able to meet basic operating costs through local
licensing and taxation mechanisms. The outlook for MB-REMP looks less certain,
primarily due to the newness of the Park and corresponding project. Finally, the Dar
Reserves are generating enough revenue from tourism to sustain their management,
particularly with the assistance of the Honorary Wardens.
However, the future expansion of marine management in Tanzania will require
financing currently not available from any of the three primary financing sources:
government, external donors, or self-generated revenues. Thus, a plan for
solidifying the existing mpa’s and providing for the expansion of marine
management should be the priority. Fortunately, there is much to build on.
Towards Marine Management Areas: An Overview
Pursuing the status quo, e.g. continuing to establish individual mpa’s, each one with
different donors providing financial support, is not considered to be an option here,
though there are most likely willing donors. Instead, the focus here is on developing
a strategy that maximizes local revenue generation and retention for meeting
operating costs and taps donor assistance to establish a national Marine Management
Fund to meet capital costs and provide some stability in the face of external shocks
in the long-term.
Large marine management areas would form the building blocks of this approach.
The current Collaborative Fisheries Management Areas in Tanga provide an
excellent example of how resources users can work together to manage their own
resources. A key feature of the Tanga approach is seasonal or temporary reef
closures to allow degraded coral reefs time to regenerate or to protect important
spawning grounds for certain marine species. The management committee
determines which reefs are to be closed and for how long (experience has shown that
fishermen agree to close reefs for one year at the beginning, but extend the term of
closure once the benefits can easily be seen). This approach could be adapted and
replicated all along the mainland coast, ensuring that all near-shore coastal waters
are under some sort of management.
Each Marine Management Area (MMA, depicted in blue in the graphic) would be
under the direct management of the resource users, most likely through a central
coordinating committee. In order to be eligible for technical and/or financial support
from the national fund (see below), the MMA would need to meet certain criteria
(e.g. approved Management Plan in place, xx % of reefs under protection at any
given time, reef monitoring system in place, clear and transparent reporting of
finances of MMA, comprehensive system of revenue collection is functional, etc.).
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The result would be a loose network of locally-managed MMA’s all meeting basic
criteria.
From a national perspective, a minimum percentage of reefs15 would be protected at
any given time (depicted in yellow in the graphic), though this somewhat random
selection of reef areas would not exactly constitute a representative system and
would not permanently protect areas high in biodiversity or other values. To ensure
a longer-term protection of those special areas, permanent no-take zones would be
established, much along the lines of the existing Marine Reserves. These areas are
depicted in red in the graphic. These permanent, or long-term, protected areas
would be co-managed, but the central government would have relatively more
authority than local government on balance.
Further, areas of special value or interest, particularly for tourism, would be
considered Special Management Areas to ensure the sustainable non-extractive use
of the resource involved. These Special Areas (depicted in orange) could be
managed by communities, NGO’s, private sector representatives or the central
government, or a combination of any of the above. This would allow for maximum
flexibility of those areas perhaps important to tourism or other economic activities.
The result would be a national system of ecologically, culturally or economically
significant marine protected areas to be used for strict conservation, tourism and
recreation or other uses. This national system would be valuable in of itself in terms
of environmental protection, but would also be an integral part of a larger, loose
network of Marine Management Areas under the supervision and management of
local resource users and other management partners.
Financial Implications
Local governments local communities would be responsible for financing day-today operating costs of the Marine Management Areas (MMA). This revenue would
most likely come from licensing and taxes on marine products; in areas of high
tourism potential such as Mafia and Kilwa, entry fees could be a significant source
as well. Local governments would provide in-kind contributions in the form of
District Natural Resource Officers who would assist in the management of the areas.
The ability of meeting basic operating costs would be a requirement if the MMA is
to become eligible for assistance from the national fund.
A national fund would serve three primary purposes:16
•

Financial resources for assisting local communities to develop their MMA’s
and capital investments in the long-term.

•

Financial resources in case of negative external shocks, in the form of a
precautionary fund.17

15

While the focus in this simple explanation is on coral reefs, other natural resources and/or
ecosystems could also be targeted.
16

It also could be split into two funds – one financial and one technical.

17

Any proposal for the establishment of a Precautionary Fund should be carefully reviewed,
particularly in the context of a developing country. Reserving money for potential shocks in the
future needs to be weighed against utilizing those resources to alleviate poverty and assist people to
prepare themselves for future shocks. Large precautionary funds for endangered species (e.g.
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Technical resources to assist local MMA managers in establishing and
managing the areas. One or two international TA’s could service the entire
coast, resulting in cost savings.

Potential for Revenue Generation
External assistance, from a variety of donors and partners, would be required to
establish the National MMA Fund and develop the eligibility criteria and other
protocols. Revenues from concessions of prime tourism or other areas managed by
the fund to private investors (e.g. Bongoyo and Mbudya Marine Reserves) would
also be channeled into the fund.

Mountain Gorillas) are understandable and justifiable from a global conservation perspective.
However, in terms of marine management in general, the establishment of a precautionary fund could
be considered a recognition that current strategies and interventions are failing and that money is best
saved to respond to future emergencies rather than spent on current activities.
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Name
Type of MMA
Objective(s)

Area
Inhabitants
Timeline
Implementing Partners
Government
External
External Financiers
WWF-UK (from DFID)

NORAD
Self-generation of revenues?
Government Contribution
MMA Cost (US$/km2/yr)

23 June 2003

Mafia Island Marine Park (MIMP)
Multiple-use Marine Park (IUCN classification VI); use of zoning scheme
(core, specified use, general use, surrounded by a buffer zone)
•
Conservation of biodiversity and ecosystem processes
•
Sustainable resource use, rehabilitation of damaged ecosystems
•
Involvement of local residents in development and management
•
Stimulation of rational development of underutilized natural resources
•
Promotion of environmental education
•
Research and Monitoring of resource conditions and uses
•
Conservation of historic monuments, ruins and cultural resources
•
Facilitation of appropriate ecotourism development
822 km2, over 75% below high water mark
19,000 in 14 villages (
Initial studies in late 1980’s; Declared 1995; Gazetted 1996
Board of Trustees, Marine Parks and Reserves Unit
WWF-UK (Technical and Financial Assistance)
Start-up: 1991 – 1996 (workshops, studies, patrols for dynamiting)
WWF I: 1996 – 1999
WWF II: 1999 – 2004 (US$350,000 per year (includes TA))
WWF III: 2004 – 2006 (expected extension, similar funding levels)
Primarily, financial assistance for capital investment
NORAD I: 1996 - 1998
NORAD II: 1999 – 2002 (US$130,000 per year)
NORAD III: 2003 – 2006 (US$40,000 per year, dropping to US$26,000)
Yes, primarily from tourism, user fees
2002: US$60,000
US$35,000 per year for salaries is consistent
US$25,000 per year for recurrent expenditures is variable
$468 ($385,000/822) in seventh year of operation; excludes TA costs

Funding Channels (with typical annual amounts)
WWF ($350,000)
Treasury

MNRT

GoT ($60,000)
NORAD ($40,000)

Bd. Trustees

NORAD

MPRU

MIMP HQ

User fees ($60,000)
Fisheries Div.

DFID

WWF-UK

WWF TZ

Mafia District

WWF Mafia
Mafia Island Marine Park
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Name

Mnazi Bay – Ruvuma Estuary Marine Park (MB-REMP)

Type of MMA

Multiple-use Marine Park (IUCN classification VI); use of zoning scheme
(core, specified use, general use, surrounded by a buffer zone)

Objective(s)

Enable local and government stakeholders to protect effectively and utilize
sustainably the marine biodiversity and resources of Mnazi Bay and the
Ruvuma Estuary.

Area

668 km2, of which 200 km2 is sea, small islands and mangroves

Inhabitants

30,000 in 17 villages

Timeline

First serious interest 1995; Gazetted July 2000

Implementing Partners
Government

Board of Trustees, Marine Parks and Reserves Unit

External

IUCN EARO

External Financiers
GEF (via UNDP)

1999: PDF B: social and environmental assessments
Project:
Set-up Phase: 4/2002 – 10/2004: US$923,000
Implementation: 10.2004 – 10/2006: US$560,000

French GEF (FFEM)
Self-generation of revenues?

US$0.6 million in direct co-financing
Minimal, primarily from tourism, user fees
2003 (estimated): US$2,000

Central
Contribution

Government

Years 0-2.5: US$32,000 per year
Years 2.5 – 4.5: US$183,000 per year (take over staff costs)

(committed as per project
document)

Years 4.5 - on: government has committed to cover all costs

MMA Cost (US$/km2/yr)

$523 ($350,000/668) in first year of operation (excludes TA costs: $84k+)

Funding Channels (with annual amounts)
GEF ($370,000)
Treasury

MNRT

GoT ($32,000)
FFEM ($100,000)

Bd. Trustees

MPRU

Fisheries Div.

GEF

FFEM

UNDP (TZ)

IUCN EARO

Mtwara District
In-kind ($32,000)
MB-REMP HQ
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Name

Tanga Coastal Zone Conservation and Development Program

Type of MMA

Based on Collaborative (multiple villages) Management Plans for coastal
resources

Objective(s)

To ensure the sustainable use of coastal marine resources in the three coastal
districts (Tanga Municipality, Muheza and Pangani Districts) of the Tanga
Region. Focuses primarily on fisheries management.

Area

750km2 = 150km of coastline x 5 km out to sea under management

Inhabitants

400,000 coastal inhabitants (60% urban, 40% in over 48 coastal villages)

Timeline

Established 1994

Implementing Partners
Government

Tanga Region, three District governments, village councils

External

IUCN East Africa Regional Office (EARO)

External Financiers
Irish Aid

Phase I: 1994 – 1997 (roughly US$350,000 per year (same for all phases))

(through IUCN)

Phase II: 1998 – 2000
Phase III: 2001 – 2003 (no-cost extension of 6 months likely)
Phase IV: under discussion, but most likely will be US$1.0 million over three
years with focus on exit strategies

Self-generation of revenues?

Yes, indirectly. Districts collect fees and taxes from fisheries sector.

Government Contribution

US$6,000 per year for patrols against dynamite fishing
US$2,700 per year to Pangani District from MPRU for Maziwi MR

2

US$275 (US$200,000/750km2) in ninth year of operation; excludes cost of TA

MMA Cost (US$/km /yr)

Funding Channels (with typical annual amounts)

IrishAid/IUCN ($370,000)

MPRU ($2,700)

Fisheries Division ($6,000)

District contributions ($15,000 total)
(typically in-kind)

MA = Management Area (two per District)

IrishAid
Fisheries Div.

IUCN EARO

Tanga Region

Tanga Project

Tanga Municip

Muheza Distr.

MA

MA

MA

MA

MPRU - DSM

Pangani Distr.

MA

MA

Maziwi MR
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Name

Dar es Salaam Marine Reserves (Bongoyo, Mbudya, Pangavini, Fungu Yasini)

Type of MMA

No-take areas surrounding three islands and one sand-bank very near to urban
and tourist areas of Dar es Salaam

Objective(s)

N/A; Cluster GMP in preparation

Area

25.7 km2 total

Inhabitants

none

Timeline

1975, in response to proposed extractive activities (sand or lime mining)

Implementing Partners
Government

Board of Trustees, Marine Parks and Reserves Unit

External Financiers
ICRAN

$xx,xxx

Self-generation of revenues?

Substantial, primarily from tourism
2003 (estimated): US$xx,xxx

Central
Contribution

Government

US$xx,xxx per year (for signage, patrols, wardens, research)

MMA Cost (US$/km2/yr)

Funding Channels (with annual amounts)
Treasury

MNRT

ICRAN ($xx,xxx)
GoT ($xx,xxx)

Bd. Trustees

ICRAN

MPRU

Fisheries Div.

Kinondoni Municipality

DSM Reserves
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TANGA DATA SHEET
Name
Type of MMA

Tanga Coastal Zone Conservation and Development Program
Based on Collaborative (multiple villages) Management Plans for
coastal resources
To ensure the sustainable use of coastal marine resources in the three
coastal districts (Tanga Municipality, Muheza and Pangani Districts) of
the Tanga Region. Focuses primarily on fisheries management.
750km2 = 150km of coastline x 5 km out to sea under management
400,000 coastal inhabitants (60% urban, 40% in over 48 coastal
villages)
Established 1994

Objective(s)
Area
Inhabitants
Timeline
Implementing Partners
Government
External
External Financiers
Irish Aid
(through IUCN)

Tanga Region, three District governments, village councils
IUCN East Africa Regional Office (EARO)

Self-generation of revenues?
Government Contribution
MMA Cost (US$/km2/yr)

Phase I: 1994 – 1997 (roughly US$350,000 per year (same for all
phases))
Phase II: 1998 – 2000
Phase III: 2001 – 2003 (no-cost extension of 6 months likely)
Phase IV: under discussion, but most likely will be US$1.0 million
over three years with focus on exit strategies
Yes, indirectly. Districts collect fees and taxes from fisheries sector.
US$6,000 per year for patrols against dynamite fishing
US$2,700 per year to Pangani District from MPRU for Maziwi MR
US$275 (US$200,000/750km2) in ninth year of operation; excludes
cost of TA

Funding Channels (with typical annual amounts)

IrishAid/IUCN ($370,000)

MPRU ($2,700)

Fisheries Division ($6,000)

District contributions ($15,000 total)
(typically in-kind)

MA = Management Area (two per District)

IrishAid
Fisheries Div.

IUCN EARO

Tanga Region

Tanga Project

Tanga Municip

Muheza Distr.

MA

Page 1

MA

Tanga Datasheet.doc

MA

MA

MPRU - DSM

Pangani Distr.

MA

MA

Maziwi MR

Cost Breakdown of Program
The following table gives indicative costs per management area (MA) per year
(setting up new MAs would require a different mix of activities and costs i.e. more $
spent on awareness and training):
Costs per MA per year
Amount (TSH)1 % of Total
3,000,000
9%

Item/Activity
Training
Resource Centre

333,333

1%

Internal (program) monitoring

500,000

1%

Fish catch monitoring
Reef monitoring

1,666,667
1,583,333

5%
5%

Material assistance MAs

1,133,333

3%

Review mgt plans

500,000

1%

Mangrove rehab. & monitoring
Enforcement

750,000
3,333,333

2%
10%

Awareness

3,333,333

10%

Management of MAs

1,666,667

5%

Capital investments
Operational costs MAs

8,259,524
8,333,333

24%
24%

34,392,857

100%

TOTAL

If each MA covers 25 km of coastline and 5 km out to sea, i.e. 125km2 (750km2/6
MAs), the annual cost per km2 would be roughly TZS275,000 or US$275.00. It is
interesting to note that local allowances account for 33% of total costs. Also, note
that the amount for Capital Investments is simply the total cost of equipment
distributed evenly over the expected life span for each type of equipment – in reality,
the total capital cost would most likely be borne in year 1 only (maintenance and
operating costs are included in category Operational Costs of MAs).
Capital Investment Requirements of Program (Project Office and 6 MA’s)
Capital investments
Patrol Boats
Monitoring boat
40 HP outboard engines
85 HP outboard engines
Vehicles
Pick up
Hardtops
Motor cycles
Computers (complete)
Field equipment
TOTAL

1

unit costs
no. of units
Tsh
12,500,000
22,000,000
2,500,000
6,500,000

TSh. 1,000 = US$1.00 (roughly)
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24,000,000
28,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
104,000,000

lifespan
6
1
6
2

7
7
5
5

1
3
6
4
1

5
5
5
5
1

costs per year
TSh.
10,714,286
3,142,857
3,000,000
2,600,000
4,800,000
16,800,000
3,600,000
2,400,000
2,500,000
49,557,143

Observations
1. The Tanga Program works directly with local governments and communities to
develop and manage their natural resources. The mechanism to achieve this has
been collaborative fisheries management, resulting in 6 Management Areas, each
with a formal Management Plan (contrast to the Mafia approach – the process of
creating the Park has overshadowed the reasons for creating it in the first place).
2. The Tanga Program has been in existence for 9 years and has received roughly
US$300,000 per year from IrishAid (this includes TA costs and IUCN’s
overhead) for a cumulative total of US$2.7 million. Plans are in place to extend
for another three years at roughly the same levels of funding, which will bring the
total funding of the program to almost US$3.7 million over 12 years (partner
contributions, particularly at the early stages of the program, have been minimal
and are therefore omitted from this calculation).
3. The funds flow from IrishAid to IUCN EARO and then to the Tanga Program
office. District governments transfer funds to the Program as counterpart funding
(though this has primarily not been the case as contributions are typically made inkind). District Coordinators request funds from the Program quarterly which,
once approved, are transferred to the District account established for the Program.
4. The Program receives very little financial support from central government.
5. It is estimated that US$200,000 per year would be needed to sustain existing
Program activities, including capital replacement and investment ($35,000 for
each MA of 125 km2), but excluding costs of an international TA.
6. Roughly $275,000 per year for three years would be needed to replicate the
Program in another area of the coast (750km2). Subsequent years would require
$200,000. Start-up costs would be higher due to intensified awareness raising and
training activities, as well as an external (but not full-time) TA.
7. The Tanga Program commissioned a consultant study to address the issue of poor
revenue collection from fisheries by local government. It is estimated that no
more than 25% of potential revenues are currently being collected, with some
estimates as low as 5%. Tanga Municipality collected US$16,700 in calendar
year 2002 (representing about 40% of expected revenue for the year). Depending
on which estimates are correct, Tanga Municipality could potentially collect
anywhere from US$66,800 million (based on current collection rate of 25%) to
US$334,000 (based on current collection rate of 5%) each year. Assuming each
MA costs roughly US$35,000 to operate per year, Tanga Municipality could
sustainably manage both its MAs solely from revenue collected from the fisheries
sector and earmarked for the Program.
8. The Program will test a permit (or quota) system in Pangani district due to its
small size. It is interesting to note that The Fisheries Act gives the legal authority
to local government to collect revenues from fisheries products (central
government collects export duties and fees from vessels over 11m in length).
How local governments collect these revenues is up to them, so there is scope to
test different modalities of collection.
9 . Assuming the Program can assist the three Districts to improve collection
substantially over the next three years (as part of IrishAid’s exit strategy), at least
Tanga and Muheza Districts should be able to cover operating costs of both MA’s
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in their respective Districts (Pangani District may not be able to cover all costs
due to the small number of fishermen (and population in general) in that District,
limiting their ability to collect revenue). However, the costs of capital
replacement (e.g. boats, engines, computers, vehicles, etc.) would most likely
need to be covered from external sources.
10. The Program has made it a priority to work through existing local government
structures and processes. Questions as to how the Coordinating Committees
established by the Program could generate funds (through earmarking of
fisheries revenue and/or donations or external contributions) for management
activities is being taken up with the legal counsel and treasury department of
Tanga Municipality (precedents exist including Road Fund account and Basket
Health account). A District MMA Fund would allow funds from a variety of
sources to be earmarked for MMA activities.
11. Communities conduct the environmental monitoring themselves and report to
the regional program office where a database is maintained. A spot-check was
conducted by the Institute of Marine Sciences (IMS) in Zanzibar where the
results of community monitoring were verified as accurate. Not only is this
method less costly than other ‘expert’ methods, it allows local fishermen to see
for themselves the changes in reef cover and fisheries over time, and therefore
the benefits of fisheries management through reef closures.
12. The Program’s monitoring system has shown that the MA’s are having a
positive impact on the marine ecosystems: dynamite blasts reduced to near zero
per month (from almost 200 in December 1995 alone); fish catches are
increasing; reef cover is increasing; etc.
13. The system of closed reefs (from 1 to 5 year or more years) seems to be
working, particularly since the fishermen themselves see the benefits from
increased catches. This, coupled with the community monitoring program, has
enhanced community ownership of program activities.
1 4 . Program staff and District Officials do not want the central government
involved in their activities, particularly if it involves the MPRU or anything to
do with centrally-managed protected areas.
Final Analysis
The key to the sustainability of the Tanga Program (e.g. Management Areas) is the
ability of local governments to collect enough revenue from the fisheries sector.
Close attention should be paid to the pilot quota or permit system in Pangani as one
low-cost method to increase revenues. At the same time, the legal and institutional
issues with regard to earmarking those revenues for MA operations require attention
as well.
Additional funding for capital replacement or investment would be needed. A
national MMA fund could meet this need, as well as provide technical advice as
needed and requested.
District officials and community members should have enough technical and
administrative skill to be able to continue MA management with limited external
technical assistance (perhaps monthly or quarterly visits would suffice).
The Tanga approach will work in other areas of the coast in Tanzania. Its emphasis
on local government control and community ownership of their resources is timely.
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The approach is relatively inexpensive and can include large areas under management
plans.
Two things would need to be added to the program is replicated elsewhere:
1. Income generating activities
2 . Mechanisms to ensure permanent protection of critical ecosystems/reefs
(under current program, communities can decide to open closed reefs at any
time).
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MAFIA DATA SHEET
Name
Type of MMA
Objective(s)

Area
Inhabitants
Timeline
Implementing Partners
Government
External
External Financiers
WWF-UK (from DFID)

NORAD

Self-generation of revenues?
Government Contribution
MMA Cost (US$/km2/yr)

Mafia Island Marine Park (MIMP)
Multiple-use Marine Park (IUCN classification VI); use of zoning
scheme (core, specified use, general use, surrounded by a buffer zone)
• Conservation of biodiversity and ecosystem processes
• Sustainable resource use, rehabilitation of damaged ecosystems
• Involvement of local residents in development and management
• Stimulation of rational development of underutilized natural
resources
• Promotion of environmental education
• Research and Monitoring of resource conditions and uses
• Conservation of historic monuments, ruins and cultural resources
• Facilitation of appropriate ecotourism development
822 km2, over 75% below high water mark
19,000 in 14 villages (
Initial studies in late 1980’s; Declared 1995; Gazetted 1996
Board of Trustees, Marine Parks and Reserves Unit
WWF-UK (Technical and Financial Assistance)
Start-up: 1991 – 1996 (workshops, studies, patrols for dynamiting)
WWF I: 1996 – 1999
WWF II: 1999 – 2004 (US$350,000 per year (includes TA))
WWF III: 2004 – 2006 (expected extension, similar funding levels)
Primarily, financial assistance for capital investment
NORAD I: 1996 - 1998
NORAD II: 1999 – 2002 (US$130,000 per year)
NORAD III: 2003 – 2006 (US$40,000 per year, dropping to
US$26,000)
Yes, primarily from tourism, user fees
2002: US$60,000
US$35,000 per year for salaries is consistent
US$25,000 per year for recurrent expenditures is variable
$468 ($385,000/822) in seventh year of operation; excludes TA costs

Funding Channels (with typical annual amounts)
WWF ($350,000)
Treasury

MNRT

GoT ($60,000)
NORAD ($40,000)

Bd. Trustees

NORAD

MPRU

MIMP HQ

User fees ($60,000)
Fisheries Div.

DFID

WWF-UK

WWF TZ

Mafia District

WWF Mafia
Mafia Island Marine Park
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Observations
1. MIMP is a top-down, centrally-managed Marine Park. The goals of marine
conservation and sustainable resource use by, and for, the local communities
appear to have become secondary to the creation of a ‘thing,’ namely the Park
itself.
2. MIMP has been in operation for 7 years, receiving roughly US$300,000 per year
for establishment and operation from three primary sources - WWF, NORAD and
Government of Tanzania (cumulative total = US$2.1 million). Plans are in place
to extend current WWF project for three more years, which will result in 10 years
of project funding totaling at least US$3.0 million.
3. The funds follow very different paths and are subject to differing degrees of
reporting and approval. It is interesting to note that no financial resources are
channeled through the local government. Also, WWF resources (70% of total
funds) do not pass through any government agency (the WWF Mafia office is
completely separate – administratively, financially and physically - from the
MIMP HQ).
4. MIMP receives GoT funds for salaries and operating costs through the Fisheries
Division; when the MDC Fisheries staff request money from Fisheries Division to
implement activities, the response from Director of Fisheries is that Mafia has
already received its share of GoT money. MDC staff feels it is unfair that MIMP
should be able to receive all the money meant for Fisheries management in the
District.
5. Stakeholders estimate that MIMP is under-funded currently and that adequate
operation of the Park would require upwards of US$500,000 per year. However,
given that the Park is currently operating with roughly US$300,000 per year, and
assuming that the WWF TA’s salary could be phased out over time, we can
assume that the Park could be managed at currently levels for US$200,000 per
year (though this assumes in turn that current activities are necessary and costeffective).
6. MIMP is currently generating revenues from entry and user fees of roughly
US$60,000 per year. If bed nights increase to 20,000 by 2010, the park could
generate up to US$200,000 per year. Based on annual project costs (without TA
salary), this amount should be sufficient to maintain minimum park operations.
However, this assumes that (i) the lodge (80 beds of total 120 on island) will be
privatized and renovated; (ii) tourism will increase as expected; (iii) existing entry
fees of US$10 per person per day will remain unchanged (unlikely as this fee
would make up 16% of lodge visitors’ expenditure, compared to 6-8% for other
hotels); and (iv) substantial capital investments/replacements for the Park would
be funded from external sources.
7. The costs of establishing and operating the Park must be placed in the context of
the Mafia District Council’s (MDC) annual operating budget. The MDC collects
about US$70,000 per year from licenses, fees and concessions – US$28,000 from
the fisheries sector alone. Total operating budget for the MDC is roughly
US$761,000 per year. A distortion is evident when considering the roles and
responsibilities of the MDC (e.g. providing basic services e.g. education, health,
security, etc. to a population of 40,000) viz a viz the roles and responsibilities of
the MIMP (e.g. conservation and various pilot AIG activities for 19,000 people).
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Equity issues need to be addressed, even if the global community is willing to pay
for the Park.
8. MDC does not collect any fees or taxes from the hotels located inside the MIMP.
Hotels pay 20% VAT directly to Treasury (according to the TRA Revenue
Officer, hotels account for the largest percentage of VAT collected in Mafia,
followed by small shops). Hotels do not pay any concessions for operating inside
the Park, primarily because the hotels were there first (before the Park).
9. There has been no revenue sharing between the Park and the MDC to date, despite
the fact that it is stipulated in the MPR Act and called for in the MIMP GMP. The
BoT wishes to select specific activities from the MDC Development Plan and
transfer the funds directly to that activity, effectively bypassing the MDC
altogether. The MDC would prefer that the cash be transferred to a separate MDC
account to be utilized for agreed upon activities. Whatever the solution, it is
obvious that some sharing needs to begin soon in order to establish an atmosphere
of ‘good faith’ between the two entities.
10. There is a danger that Mafia Island will be (has been?) split into two jurisdictions
– the MIMP governs inside park boundaries and the MDC governs outside.
Unless MIMP is prepared to meet all basic needs of all 19,000 inhabitants, this
situation should be avoided.
1 1 . MIMP has not succeeded in transferring ownership (or even including in
management) of the Park to the local communities as per its original goal. A
sense of mistrust and potentially serious tensions exist between all key stakeholder
groups (e.g. MIMP staff/central government, local communities, Mafia District
government, hoteliers, donors).
12. There has not been any significant monitoring of ecosystem health so it is
impossible to determine to what extent the Park has met its intended conservation
goals.
13. District Fisheries officers stated a concern that the Park has altered traditional
seasonal fishing patterns and, as a result, has contributed to increased pressure on
natural resources outside Park boundaries.
Analysis
MIMP will continue to exist even if the status quo prevails – external donors will rise
to the occasion (or extend their operations, as with WWF-UK) because of Tanzania’s
position as a ‘development darling’ and Mafia’s largely unjustified reputation as a
model MPA and success story. However, major changes are needed, particularly with
regard to local communities’ perceptions of the Park (and the central government). In
fact, the greatest risk to the Park is the dissatisfaction of the local communities, the
same communities that were intended to be owners of the Park in the first place.
Ecological and financial issues are fairly peripheral to this central problem.
MIMP needs a major over-haul in its approach – a two-year plan needs to be drawn
up to transfer management authority over to the local government and communities.
The long-term benefits of such a move would be great, as would the short-term costs,
particularly in light of the fact that local government has largely been left out of Park
development and management. As a result, much time and effort would be needed
for capacity building and training – the Tanga approach would suit Mafia District
well, particularly for those villages outside of the existing Park.
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In terms of financial sustainability, the following things need to happen:
1. MDC needs to improve their licensing and revenue collection mechanisms,
with a substantial portion of revenues from Fisheries being earmarked for
district marine management activities (e.g. District MMA Fund);
2 . Mafia Lodge needs to be privatized and the entry fees re-assessed in
conjunction with all hoteliers (and deposited in the District MMA Fund).
3 . External financing needs to be secured for capital investments, as selfgenerated revenues would most likely not be sufficient.
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